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(vi)

Introduction

The idea to write this booklet grew out of a correspondence,'in 1973,
With Mr. J.H. Eedle, then working in the Education Division of the
Commonwealth Secretariat.

The writing, spread out over spate moments during the last two years,
has given me much pleasure. It made me reflect on eight years of
teaching practice in Zambia.

The relationsfiip between the (secondary) education system and the
wider political, economic and socio-cultural developments in society
were not particularly stressed during the short teacher training
courses I took in the Netherlands (1962/1963) and at,what was then
galled the University College of Northern and Southern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland (1964). Most presentday teacher training courses haveritt
improved much in that respect.

Tb see.mY teaching experience in-perspective required quite a bit of
study. This booklet is an attempt to combine study and practice into,
I hope, a readable brochure -for educational administrators and prac-
tising teachers.

The first chapters are entitled "Education and liberation" and
"Changing the school". They have as slight theoretical bias. The fol-
lowing chapters deal with school management, classroom management and
extra-curricular activities. These are the more practical ohapters.
All five chapter however take their starting point from the reali-
ties of school life. Theoretical insights are used to clarify and
interpret educational and administrative practice. This seemed the
natural -approach for one who is a teacher himself.

Theoretically:minded readers may well obUpt that
are somewhat unconnected, and that the iniegration
practice leaves room:for improvement., This is felt.
their point of views 1)

Finally, I would like to invite readirs to send me
comments on this booklet. A fill-in sheet for that
inserted at the back, after the notes.

the bits of theory
of theory and
criticism from

Eerste Rambaken 16
Den Bosch
The Ne,therlands

their critical
purpose has been

Tom Draisma

September 1975

1) From lst January 1975 I am working on a research project entitled
"The Secondary schools' contribution to national development in
Zambia: policy analysis, evaluation and innovation". For this
project I have developed a more consistent theoretical framework.
Details available on request.
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.1.1 The expatriate professor and the teacher

, A few years ago an expatiate scienae professor at the University" of
Zambia visited a number of rural secondary schools. In one of them,
he found a promising ex-student engagel in down to earth activities,
such as digging vegetable gardens, rearing pigs and tending chickens.
The teacher worked side by side with his students who, with a little
help, had organised themselves into an agricultural co-operative.

.1-

It was difficult to see to what extent these activities were meant as
efforts to improve the school's diet, as training in the running of a
co-operative, as Young Farmers' Club activities or as Agricultural
Science leccons.For the teacher and his students all these came together
in their sweating on the ],And. Hard work, productive efforts, the
science of seeds, manure and chicken food, participatory democracy,
self-reliance, it was all"thcre, and it was theirs. But the professor
pulled his hair in exasperation.

His immediate problem may have been how the teacher would give marks
for the pupils' ind-ividual achievement under this system of learning,
and how, based on the terms marks, the teacher would work out each
student's graded position in Jlass. But the professor's chief criticism
was related to the requirements of the agricultural science syllabus
as prepared by the Cambridge Overseas Examining Board in England. To
him agricultural science, witli the stress on science, was an academic
examination subject. In his view, the cubject could best be taught by
a teacher behind the demonstration deck of a school laboratory.

The professor has since left the country, but the goals and methods
of Agricultural Science as a school subject are still hotly debated
within the Zambia Agricultural EduCation Association, ZAGEDA.1

1.2 - Decolonizing the mind

The story above is but one of the very many, that illustrate the
the differences of opinian oneducation,,,ip.Afriaa,asAt exists to-
day. The range in educational thinking in Africa is dollossal indeed.
At one end of the scale one 2.,nds the concepts of people in white-
controlled Southern Africa, who ad-vocate and implement an education
for serfdom. The main objective, openly -Acted or unconsciously present,
is to mould the vast African population into a shape compatible with
the position of servant in a white-designed and white-controlled world.

At the opposite end of the scale are 1,he ideas of those who envisage
an education, that will liberate man from the shackles of (neo7)
colonial domination, and enable him to realize his full potential
as a member of'the community. The inspiration for this thinking is
derived from African hopes an ideals, as for instance expressed in
Tanzania's Arusha Declaration and Zambit'S Humanism3, and more speci-
'fically, in President Nyerere's analysis and proposals in,his Education
for Self-Reliance4.

The range in educational THINKING may be very wide indeed, this can-
not be said of educational PRACTICE. In many African countries then
school system shows a striking similarity with thvt of white-controlled
Southern Africa. Granted, there are differences. Especially,as regards
the payment of fees, which ii, many African countries has been abolished,
the determination to attain universal basic education, the provision
of further and higher eddCation and of various types of adqt education,
the. abolishment of racial disclimination in education, emote.
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Yet, on the whole, in independentAfrica ,Ls in Southern Africa, the
education provided,const,:ntly reminds one of Paulo Freire's character-
'ization'of tb.znking education'. 'Banking educrtion' is a system of
education under which packages of knQwledge are deposited by : knowing

teacher in the minds, of ignorant, receptive students. 'Banking education'
is a world-wide phenomenon. It w-s practised in China before the
Cultural Revolution, it is widesprcad in Latin America, in Africa, but
alsointhecicouritri,,sofairope.gherbanking
educ,tion'' is used, the relationship betwedl te,,cher and student bears
a close resemblance to thapbetween oppressor and oppressed. In fact,
Freire sees 'banking education' as the mirror of an oppressive society
which'favours tmis approach to bringing up the young. 'Banking education'
can be summed up in Freire's own words, as.follows,

the teacher teaches and the students are taught;
the teacher knows everything .nd the students know nothing;
the teacher thinks the students are thought abodt;
the teacher talks and the students listen - meekly;
the tc,.cher disciplines and the students ;,,re disciplined;
the teacher chooses and enforces' his choice, and the students comply;
the teacher acts the students have th illusion of acting

through the iction.of the texher;
the teacher chooses the progr,m content, and the students

(who were not consulted) (1,-,,pt to it; ,

the teacher confuses the authority of knowledge with his own
professipnl authority, which he sets in opposition
to the freAom of the sNents;

the teacher is the SuWct of the lea fling-process, while the
students -:re mere objects.'

Thus, under 'banking eduction', studcAlt 'ctivity largely consists of
receiving, filing and storing the deposits of knowledge handed down to
them by the teacher. To lo'rfl th,n mei_ns to recive, to memorize, to
repeat. While students can become reaI;expurts,in filing 111 the infor-
m,,tionthey gut, bffling their te-churs, obtaining high-marks for ux-ms,
In the process it is hum' thems_lvus, who are filed awly throuh th;.:e f

.lack of re.1 communic.tion,.cre-tivitylnd curiosity, olys Freire.

In Africa,l'b-nking'jduc tion' is stillwidespreA, both North and South
of the ZambuzI. The comon fe-tur_s in Africm Aucation'from Cairo to
Cpcl, can 13.. _accounted for by r,-lizing, that on thy, wliolt formal cducation
was introduced by the rmur coloni'd'powers. It is equdly understand blc
th.t many African l'd s -.nd educ-tionists hvk. criticized the continuin,;

10

colonization of African minds by the edition systems inherited from
Europe. _ ,

f

Understand bly, those countries which have been nor succesful th.n
others in lessoning their dependence on the former colonial po-.;,-1., h ve
be,.n freer in their ltter.pts t educationml reform. Amon the francophonu
countries of Africa, these are Algeri,, the Congo Peopl,:ls_Rupublic
and Guinea ,mong the anglophone countries th,y are TInznia -nd Z- mbil."
In this category mention sllould aso be of the libert.d areas of Guinea-
Bissgo, Angola and Moz1:mbiqpe, where the liber"tion moverm_nts se quite.
succesful with In origial mixture of literacy training, political
education, vocational guidance and milit-ry training.

But even in th,, countries, mentioned nes., , it 1,s pro'ved to be tremendously .

difficult to carry out the much needed reforms.Mpst innov-tions th-t
have been introduced or -re beim, introduced, 're will subject to -.....

further experimentation. And those that hvt, been institution-lized.to
a greater or lesser deg-r, , still show ;11 sorts of teuthing problemp.

0 0 011



-Tanzania, which has clearly entered the phase of implementing far-
reaching reforms, is facing several kinds of resistance to change. And
the liberation movements are hempe2ed by a great lackof-manpower and
resources, and of untied aid. All in all, one must conclude that the
decolonization of Africa's educ4tion systems has begun, but on a rather
low key -note.

educational.innovation6
+ + + + + + +

/ range of

`. educational practice

'banking

'education'

i

range in educational thinking

64

liberation

:BONDAGE

a

SELF - RELIANCE

the process -of ongoing decolonization in Africa

fig 1 Education and decolonization in Africa

In fig. 1 the process of ongoing decolonization is indicated by a
movement from 'bondage' to 'self-reliance': Educa:tiod'must Tollow suit
and move from patiking education to an education for libeation. This
process is'foreseen in present-day educational thinking, but educational
practice is stirll largely confined to,'banking education'. Educatfonal
innovations by which real strides are 'made towards decolonizing the,
mind cf the'young, are ag yet.few.

4
4 (_

1.3 Perspectives on innovation.

.1.3;1. Possible 'perspective's..

Educational innovation can be viewed from various standp ts. The class-
room teacher, ti-le inspector, the curriculum designer, the adm. strator,
the planner, the research worker, the economist, the social scientist,
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4)
the politician, all have theiAr own opinion on whatTbhanges, if any,.
should take place, and on how these ought to be implemented. Fig. 2
lists these professionals together with the subjects they are likely

- to stress, when dealing with innovation.

profession focus of innovation

. .

teacher materials and methods adartea to the pupils/
background and prospect

inspector ! Pzuiding seacers I in the ase of better materials '
/ and metholds

curriculum designer : develop sy?4.bus s and materials suited, to.
african conditio

administraor

:piannent

new patterns of ma gement

planning of physic 1 facilities ,=.,nd resources
in line with enrollment

research worker (varies widely, e.j.) overcoming teacher
resistance to change

econoist' synchronization of manpower plannin and
aducational planning

social scientist ''eduction as a'tool for social change

SP.politician , education as -an instrument for achieving
politically desirable goals.

_

1r

filiA 2 Th-a, focus of educational aniibALLyi.on varies with someone's
nrofes,"ion .

A

Avi.

The figure is not meant to be comprehensiVe; it lacks detail and in
places is arbitrary. for ins'tAKce what the economist thinks about
education, depends on his thinkin on development, w1-4ch in turn
will be determined on his backgr.o nd: capitalist or socialist. So the
table just illustrates how each bfe7ssion win priorities
in the process of change. The 0.4erent emphses being laid by different
professions can easily resulliiip a lick of coherence in planning
change, 'and in fact this is exactly what is 4ppening today. Different
disciplines an different departments do their utmost to implement
what, they see as desirable changes, vithou,t, bothering too much about _

the efforts of others an their respective spheres. This is abundantly
clear when surveying the large number of institutions, departments,P
organisations and companies, that are involved in ,one or another.
kind of formal education, adult ed=ition vocition training, in-service
courses, etc. The flurry of activity is "11 too often couPled with
an absence of coordination, lack of cross - fertilization, duplication'
of effort, contradicting goals and a general vagueness about tne role
of education in Africa's social revolution. 7o wonder, tnat the profes
sional worke's invofved, are at times ,u, ht by fe,,ling of beidltler-
ment.

What is it all leadin up to? in what direction are we moving? iihat
ate the basic educational goals we are aiming to achieve? Only to a
point c;,,r, educators themselves give the answers to such probing questions.

I,
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, (5)
For the questions are a reflection, not just en the State 'of,educatbn,
but on the state of flux and movem'ent.and, at times, be'wildermentof .
society itself. To give a concrete example: teachers, inspectors and
curriculum no.1.115r's cannot hope to solve the problems associaVd with
the.teaching f agricultural science, and other practicalbjects'for
tha,t matter, unless they receive clear guidance fromyqlicymakers and
po2hical leaders about the direction into which society is moving,
about the aims of national and rural development and about the role of
formal education in society. Clarity Sere will produce clear and purpose-
ful education. In contrast, contradictions and muddled thinking in any.
about society, 'will produce contradictions and muddles at scho,ol.

In the following p ragraphs the subject of educational innovation will
be briefly looke t from a. the perspective Of the teacher,

b. the perspective of development
4 c, the, perspective of African Socialism.

'1.3.2 The 'coacher's perspective on innovation

It is worth having another look at the sweating teacher of the story
old uns:,:er 1.1. When asking him how he perceives educational change .

in Africa, the chalices are, that he woulidpresent us with the following
list of priorities, in that order:

-----

I1. the need to re:-define the content offeducation (syllabuses,-
textbooks, aids) in the 'light of 6a4onal development

,

needs. ,

if
1

.
2. the need to replace the stifling system of '15ankihg education'

by locally de,,,yloped methods of teach,ing and learning. Methods
that do justice to available resources and to African ocialist
'values, such as self-reliance, communal efforts and participatory
democracy.

3.
the need to ove;Tiaul the whole' management system ofunning,.
school's arkd education departments in order to bring the entire
process of education in ling with African socialist values.

fig. 5 Atuactlers set of priorities.

\ this is quite an asseftion. Most teachers today would not ha e this
. ,

cohere9t 'view on reform. In Zambia for example, a largek'propo_ ion
of sccendari school teachers are expatriates on contract. The greater

,*,part of this group Completes only one tour of service. Apart from
other reasons, their short stay alone virtually preelud'es this group
from contributing a greet deal to educational innovation. Where they
do contribute, their activities are usually confined to the use of
new courses and, materials ae pr-iscribed by their head of dhpartrnent
or by the Ministry of Education. For instance,--the evaluation and
subsequent intrdduction of modern science and mathematics courses in
most African coetries, would have been implossible without the co-
operation of Many teachers in this category. But, of course, questions
of cultural bias in 'new . maths' courses are hardly raised. And teachers
do mot usually discuss the socio-political implications for Africa of .

scientific and technological developments in the industrial nations.
,Syllabus reform has been accepted by all but ttie most conservative
teachers, exactly because it has not differed toe much from similar
changes at home.

< 00014



Lt., LI widziges &ve conrined to curriculum reform of this type; the
system of 'banking education' will continue to colonize the new gene-
rations. For education tOle geared to society in Africa, more funda-
mental changes must be made. Hence the wider concerns indicated by
priorities 2 and 3 in fig. 2.

Then' is also the general teacher resistance to change. A massive amount 4

of research evidence indicates that the teaching profession,i0 among
the most conservative the world over. African teachers too dislike

ok the disruptive effect that new curriculum, new textbooks, new exam
regulations and experimental try-outs have on their daily rotine.
To get uded to a new syllabus once, is one thing. To accept that the
new,syllabus'will not last for half a century like the old,one; but will
be subject to continuous change and adjustment, requires an- altogether
dif erentemede mind. Change itself becomes a feature ofeducation.
And 7F his we have not been prepared at college.

In most countries teachers are civil servants. There is a strong paralkal
between teachers' values and attitudes, and those found in civil service.
Like teachers, civil servants have been politically neutral in their.
approach to their workrtheir routines were fixed; passed on by the
'old hands' to the newcomers. During the Independence struggle; civil
servants remained aloof from the nationalist movemeht. Like teachers,
civil servants are now faced IDS'', the twin-challenges posed by the poli-
tical ui-lentation of society and the constant need for changer.

The need for change confrontinkIhe civil service on a whole, and tee
teaching profession in particunlr, cannot be attributed to a single
cause. There is a whole spectre of factors all playing their part.
Such factorsare for instance: the 'impact of scien and technology',
the 'need for developments, the 'adaptation to Afr can conditions',
the demand for greater 'democracy'; 'increasing fficiency', etcetera.
The overriding factor necessitating chane.e is however of a political/
ideological nature. Teachers and civil 'servants lire called upon to
Itiew their work in the context of the ongoing African revolution. The
clearer the perspective on-this revolA'tion in a particular country;
the more purposeful and effective the changes in the education are
likely to be.

l-3.3 EducationalInnovation in the perspective of development.

. Looking at education from the point of view of development forces
teachers and administrators to look outside the narrow walls of existing
educational institutions. In itself a positive trend. The past decade
has seen a tremendous number of research studies, international
conferences and national and local experiments approaching educational
innovation from the point of view of 'development'. A wealth of valuable
experience and decuments has be.n the result. A brief and ncomplete
list is given in Appendix A. Thate are a number.of reasons which explain
why the impact on ed,Lkcation systems has nevertheless been comparatively
small. ,

a. 'There exists a variety of development models; each model having
its own, often widely different"educatiorial consequences.

h. Development can be defined in different ways. Education for develop-
ment means different things in different countries:'

c. Educational innovation has ban hampered, consciously and uncons-
ciously, by continued western 'domination over Africa in the
political /economic /social/ religious spheres Of life. e.!.

d. Lack of ideological clarity.in determining development goals, which
would enable: 'the planning of education ins line with development.

e. Lack of resources and trained manpower' set aside spopially for
educationel innovation.
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It is'factors such as these that show, that 'education for 'developmentl
while providing an important focus for innovation, cannot ijy considered
in isolation from q.weStions about the ideology adhered to or being'
developed by the political leadership of any African nation.

1.3.4 Educational/innovation from the perspective bf African socialism.

1.3.4.1. In the continuing process of liberation from Western colonialism,
many African leaders and political parties. have formulated, and continue
to develop pragmatic political theories,-in order to explain the political
situation, to justify their actions, and toi present their aopirations.
In the context of this paper, such a political theory will be-called
ideology. This term can be used pejoratively-0:s, as I use it here,
descriptively. A useful definition is provided by Paul E. Sigmund:
lidelogy is"-an action oriented belief system in explaining the world,
justifying,action, limiting political choiqes and creating social

The three best- known ideologies operating InAfrica are:
a. Capitilism and (neo)colonialism
b. Apartheid (a derivation from a.)
c. African sagialism.
Capitalism and neo-colonialism are pr,sent,in many forms throughout
the continent. They manifest themselves blatantly, for instance. in
the continued economic exploitation of AfricaAs vast natur;t1 and human
resources by the multinational corporations, and by the political .

domination of the industrialized nations oyer an emerging African and
pan-efrican leadership in most if not all international forums and
organiAtions. More sub:';:y, it is Present in the many forms of social,
cultural and religious colonialism by which the firmer colonial masters"
conscitously and unconsciously, continue to impose their fancied su-,..)eriority

on t {e peopl=e'.

Education in Africa is certainly one field where covert neo-colonialism
is practised freely. Think of the European Ex:mining Boards, the
foreign syllabuses, the imported textbooks, t4le western publishing
trade, the flooding of the continent with audio-visual equipment and
technological hardware, the high proportion of expatriate teachers
above the primary levels, the many posts of inspectors, curriculum developr
ers, education lecturers, researcl:ers, adv'isers etc. that still have
to be africanised, think of the educated Africans, who have taken up
education jobs, but who, having been ground in the colonial system, are
at a loss when it comes to overhauling thnt sq,me system, think of the
agencies and experts who, to speak with Knunda, Akeep announcing from

pthe roof-tops of their metropolitan centres what is best for Africa,
and how Africa should go about sahing all the numerous ills.(most of
which are colonial relics) confronting her pn.both a collective and
individual basisfl".

In opposition to the ideology of capitalism and neo-colonialism,
African leaders and political scientists in various regions of the
continent are developing the'ideedogy of Afrie socinlism. zq:cause

of differences'in colonial History, oppression, economic independence,
etc. , African soci,,aism is not a coherent body, of thought. African
spcialismas professed in 8ene..1 differs from that of Guinea, th't
professed in Kenya from that of the iongo Peoples' Republic. Sympathizers
as well as critics may que'etion the Africanne'Ss or the socialist qulity
of the Africn socialism as proclaimed in this or that country, fact .
is that the term hr.s been coined and that African leaders and theorists
will develop their own,ideology to guide their countries' ,ongoing
liberation struggle, 00016



'My work-experiente 4r.s been confined to Zambia, enriched with some
'insights gained boilt the situ.tion in the neighbouring countries.
(Tanzania, the liber_-.ted of Angol ard Mozambiquo; -.rid, in contrast,/
white-ruled Southern This paper ther,fore rofcrs to the
problems cf ideology -nt edcsion in their Z-mbiJ.,n context, However,

Z-mbi.n Hum%nism is brnch cf African'Socialism, sharing charF.c-
terist.ics with tl.e thinking elsewhere, rd -s Z:mbia's educational
hiitory is similir to that of other African countritls, I hope my Tiotes
mEy also be of inter,,st to workers in the eluc_ttion field in °the+
countries.

1

y
Zambian il,um_nism. A f.iriy aomprchensive formul-_tion of Zambian;Hiim-.nism
as a political theory can be found in " Humanism in Zambia and a/uideto its implementation", classic polls speech by,President Kenneth
K und.:, in 196'0 Since than others h,-.ve began to contribute t4 its ,

development and propr.f.-'tiOn. Certain fe.:,tures are now receiv4g g,-eP,-ter
emphasis, notably the concepts of participation -t grassrbot 1.evel and
of self - reliance. Major char.cteristics -re:

- Zambian Hum-.nism is in direct opposition to Pre-independence colonialism,
to ,-ny other form of imp,oilism by foreign powers, an'd to the ideology
of Aprtl,eld -nd related ideologies U: t operite in neighbouring white-rued countries.

- inequalities, s:xploit-,tion 0t min b,r man and capitalist tenden ies
will be progressiv.ly climinated.

,- economically, the ideal is to move towrds ownership and (pont of of
the country's n'tur.1 resources th people for tn,. people.
- as a politial theory it aims

entr nce into
the modern world, wftil 7,t, the same- .time, regaining and/or eserving
important. values of traditional society.
the hew ZaNcia which is being shaped sh-11 be a ;ti1AN ;CEPrf society.
gret value is attached to self-reliance and initiative from below.

- ZaMJian Humanism is phidosoph,- in development, just as Zambia is
a society in deelopment. To become fully operational requires the
participation of the people in both extending the theor, and implementing
it.

1.5.4.2 Kauxul- on educat
The Iclueational cons ,11,ten.ces of Zimbi I. Humanism.
Given th'.; chlracterittics of Z-.mbia,s philoso,,hr, it would be possible
to design a nation1 eldettion ,system in line with it. Humanism would
provide the frtme of reference within which educational goals, the
contents of the educ.tion process, the U.,ching methods and the mvnal;G-
ment of the overall system at various levels, can be defined. In reality
the problem is' not so much of designing an entirely new system. as one
of changing an existing system inherited from the former colonial masters.
Given the tradi,itional conservatism of tee business and the
continuing cultural domination b- -turope o tlin, i above, this has
resulted in an open Qonflict between the values, attitudes and behaviolArs

instilled bi th, formal education sist-m and those propagated by the
country's political leaders and by social practitionet.s outside the
education system.,_.

On the whole, educators have concentr,t,,d their efforts on adapting
the teaching o2 existing school subjects to African conditions, and
on introdAing a greater variety of practicd1 subjects. Perhaps with
the scarcity of finance and Personnel, coupled with the ideological
vagueness of the fir:t years after independence, this was the best
that could be done. Unfortuna_tely few bold stepS have been taken in
Africa to integrate the curriculum with the wider community of which
the school should be can' be a part. Beyon the area, of curriculum
reform little thought has been given to metho of teaching and learning



and even less to ways and means of running a school. Both classroom.
and school management all too often have retained their colonial
character of 'ba. :king education'. By the prestnt ways of.teaching
pupils and managing vhools, elitist ana individualist values and
behaviours'are inculcated in those of today's youth, who are selected
to provide most of tomorrow's leadership.

The task ahead is to completely reform this system so as to give
pupils fuller opportunity to learn and practise collective efforts
in their studies, to practise participatory democracy in their own
school with its various structures and institutions, and to engage
in productive work and community work while still at school., This
is a theme which has been hamlered by President Kaunda for years.
If the sweeping changes during the last decade in Zambia's political
and social institutions and in its economic structures, all of which
could be anticipated from policy statements, arc anything to go by,
then we in the teaching profession can expect far-ranging innovations
affecting our daily work. For let us consider some of President'
Kaundals.pronouncements on education,

1964 1."I remember as a schoolboy, that I used to go to the house of a
certain master at the school, who came to teach us from South Africa.
As I swept his floor and dusted his books I would hear him talking:
about the sufferings of his own people in South Africa and how the
only solution would be a political solution. When I went to Muruli5ca
as a teacher and boarding mastr at the school there, I very soon
found that my best subject in teaching was civics. (

At that time, even as now, I was a. great believer in self help. My
civicslessons did not finish in the clauroom, I would persuade young
boys, who had no school fees, to make their own little gardens to
grow cE,'bbages to aell in the market and fl.nd money. All the time I
was becoming more and more oppressed by the sufferings I saw round
about me." 11

1966 2."Youth is characterised by idealism, enthusiasm and elasticy omind.
It is the rising generation whom we must imbue with the spirit of
African unity. - ,,The young people of Africa are likely to have a more
sophisticated outlook upon international affairs than their elder 12

1967 3."In schools,.students should be taught t importance of gllective
effort in the context of principles of bian'Humanism. 2

1967 4."The target that students must aim r,t is to be able to proauce their
'own vegetables, table birds in the fo
own eggs and, where possible, their
mean that each and every student wi
of the items mentioned and this wi
df every young man and woman in Z

m of chickens 'and ducks, their
wn milk and beef. "This will
1 participate in the production
now be part of the BASIC training

bia.

Finally, it will be necessary fo the Ministry of Education to formu-
late a new curriculum which wil include this type of training as
basic from primary to secondary schools and, indeed, for those
University students who want t / specialize in this field: 14

1969 5."Only teachers filled with th, spirit of humanism can erect° a
humanist societY".15

6."Our education system is not merely a Government Department nor a
factory for training manpowe . It is the cradle :of humanism. It is
where the search for a true understanding of Man must begin. Only
men and women who have ththt eat.vision are fit to be teachers". 16
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7. "We cannot afford to ecome slaves to anducation system conceived
by other minds in ther days. We must choose our own principles,
and be prepared/o face otr people, if necessary with some hard
choices. We test entertain bold ideas for the-dcvelopment of the
system and bc, rreAred for experiment". 17

Discirline
"It is a sign of f-.11ure when discipline has to be enforced by
the one-sided action of the teacher ". le

9. "I believe the time has come to consider aotively involving our
children in the educational process. Education for humanism pre-
supposes the hum_ nity of those who are being educated. Our

entec school as human beings. A school system which fails
to recognise this principle is not educating people for humanism". 19

10. "May I say that thse changes (i.e. the introduction of worker
participation in industry) would have be,n cor:pletely unnecessary
if we had an educational system that preprzed the nation
whole for this type of par,ticipatory'democracy".

11."1 want this conference to give some thought to devising means
by which yipils in our'schools and the students in our colleges
arid university, c "n tecome active partners in determining the
nattire and execution of the educational proceW. 21

1971 12. "We are tiring of foreign 'advisors' and experts who, day in
day out, keep annoiincing from the rooftops of their metropolitan
centres what. is nest for Afric-. (

The time has come for all young African countries to engai-e in
serious appraisals of their existing educational systems with a
view to overhauling them entirely and gearing thdm to the needs
of the countries involved ". 22

13. "We have therefore decided that ( ) the philosophy of humanism
should be incorpareted into the curriculum of the'courses being
organised at various educatienal institutiens in the country ". 2)

14. "Through huma-iem 'nd perticip.tory demecr,cy we are endeavouring
to dreate a situation in which no individual or groXip4of
individuals shall have a monopoly of political, eeonomic, io?ial
or military power; nc indiviPu.1 or croup of individu=ls
be ellowed to possess a monopoly of any fror. of jol,.:r by which
they can influence the direction or pace, of development in the
nation in pursuance of their own interesto the exclusion or
d_t±iment of the majority of the people.

14.

Politioiens can h2ve e monopoly of polit.',rnf anl bureaucr-tic
power. Industrialists .Lnd business men een ntve monopoly of
economic; nd financial power. :poldiers can h;ve monopoly'of
militry power. Techno'Cr.ts and intellectuals can have a mono-
poly of 4nowledge or intellectual power. ( 24

15. 'Another aspect of the (1,ality in education is hoer to rid our-
selves of the inferiority complex which is still a ideepre.td
cultural lat. A lot of Zambians still find it djfficult to stand---
up and be counted with the rest of the 9970 of t!-e Zambian society.
Intellectually lot of us are not in in terms of v:lues
our bae is elsewheA. I hope that this ie by default and that it
is a passing phase". 25
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16. Dr. Kaunda said youth must pause to reflect on what was wrong with
the present or,anisation of Zambian :society in terms of attitudes,
abilities and response.26

17. The president said he would not have accomplished his, mission)if.
he died without seeing the people of Zambia prabtise participatory
democracy. He added that since he views this very strongly he has
discussed it '7ith the Ministef of 'Education, MY. Wesley Nyirenda,
to see if participatory democracy-could be taught to children in

schools in order fog them to grow with it. 27

18. Dr. Kaunda said to iiplement participatory democracy (inthe shools)
experiments similar to the workers committees, should be condued.28

1972 19. He added he had never subscribed to the idea that the army, 6e
police and the civil service should not be politicided. People
must not think emotionally but politically. (... ..... )

Dr. Kaunda said the Minister of Education had been working on
, new scheme under which students, including primary school pupils
will be made to participate in running thedrinstitutions. 29

2n. "Those under-graduates who participated recently in the regis-
tration of villages ( ) understand the fundamental need
for a mental, social and oultbiral revolution among the majority
of our peorile in order to open the gates even wider to economic
and social advancement. Cadres for c-rrving out our multi-dimensional,
revolution must come filipm our educational institutions ( ) ".3J30

21. Over-dramatisati.m of (student-)discontent would in future be
more then adequately met by a dramatic exercise of lawful authority.
To achieve this, the Minister of Education and culture with his staff,
together with student bodies at all levels, would work out haw
students' creative participation in national life could be maxi-
mized. Dr. Kaunda added th,t -the National Service was an important
instrument of youth development in the Bambian revolui6n: It wits
Particularly important in improvia5.community srvices which helped
rural reconstruction. Yi

1973 22. "All Zambians must t political educ:Aior very seriously in order
to help us deturmine our new course and new respOnsibilities"(under
the 3econd Republic: of the One Party 'Participatory Democracy;
nOte by T. D.). 52

23. "We must go all out to our people and--intensify the progrlmme of
political education". 35

00020
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2. Changing the School

2.1. the frustration of sub-innovators
Any schuMe Idopted in order to m:.ke HumtIni.sm work tlroughout
the education system, will of necessity result in oix:sfic chances.
In this second part of the paper, some key ar,as of ch'.nge in the
secondary education system will be outlined. We would .do well to
realize from the sta,--t, tiv,t the secondary -school is a society in
itself: complex whole made up of people of hu0agoals, human
relations and human activities, kept in sh:-.pe by"'. number of adminis-
tratie -nd physical structures. Unless a view of thi whole. system
is taken, errors of judgement and all sorts of frustration due to
campartmentliztion 2-c ,likely to be made.

M..ny people in the education field have re lized that things must
change, and have worked hard tp/T)novate in th-ir own particular
sub-field: teaching methods, curriculum reform , classroom management,
running hostels, extra-curriculum activities, etc. As these innovators

ben -ctive, in . limited field, they will be referred to as
sub-innov tors. Invariably sub-innovators have become_ frustrated on
discover#g, that in changing old w-ys, one c:n only .go .ftcr
which one hits upon a wider but rigid framework within which onclis
working. Sub-innovators then realize that, by d larve, the over .11
system only permits changes of det:il. As soon as the System itself
is threatened, the persons responsibler its m inten nee (and depen-
dent on it for their living) will b, tempted to put halt to the
experiments, or at least make them ineffeciVu.

The host of small-scale experiments that have been carried out in
Zambia since independence, .nd which covered almost every aspect of
"school", have prepared experimenters and sub-innovators foi the
next st e:

to tackle the system in its entity, guided by both the experience
gained -.rod the philosophy of Zambi'n Humanism as outlined :bovo.

4`.
2.2 A"Total Look": the systems approach

To facilitate the study of the overall structure of th, second'ry
school, I will use elements of the systems -,pproach, as it has been
developed over th,0 1 st four dec des.5405 For our purposes, the
advantages' of the systems approach are threefold:

It provides . conceptual framework within which both the school
society as - whole, an.. the various sub-systems or :-:,pect7systems
can be an'lyzed.

b. TI' systems approach is nucessarily Conse-
quently, it is well-suited to the integrction of the contributions
from different disciplines and work-experiences, as well as of
different members of the school-comMunity, be they managers,
administrators, students or teachers.

c. Taken as a tool by itself, th s-st.ms -ppro[ch is ideolojcally
.,,neutr;,1, and therefore in princible r;ccupt:.bl, to both sub-inno-

tors and custodi:ns of the status -quo.

Of course there is d r-v,r involved too:namol of solving problems_
in a technocrtic w y. This could lead to elitism, .nd the blocking
of re-1 particip-tion by all involved. In the w,st e lac tioni. tech-
nology, which is now closely related to the systems approach in
education, has become new powrful speci_liz%tion with its own
experts, its own supporting industries and its own proprid.
m-chinory. Signific-ntly the efforts there -ru to r 1 extent
imud t wh t haplj:ns in the cl-ssroom, rather than uuestioning
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the wider cduc-tional objectives -lid the underlying socio-political
assumptions. That is to say that mainly sub-systems and aspects
thei:eof are -nalyz,C, rthr then the elitils*capitalist society
itself. Afric: must avoid this tr-.p and study education within
thc fr mework of the overall socio-political development. The
educational thinking needed for such a fundamental approach is
readily available in the writings of ex-t. achers such 'as presidents
Kaunda and Nyerure. It is now up to teachers, administrators -and
planners to put such thinking into practice, systematically.

2,3 Systems: Definitions

2.3.1 system is a combin-Aion of int4rrelated elehents forming an
org-aniz!Jd whole.

2.3.2 Society is a social system which is organized for the attain-
ment of human goals.

2.3.3 A social system is mIdc up of the fallowing c:ategorics of cop-
, ponc,nts:

- people
- natur'l aics)prces, ..1.4ney n1 equipment
- ideas

2.3.4 A sub-system is a system which is part of a larger system.

2.3.5 An as)ect-system is a syst,h of which only a limited number of
rel.tionships a.re considered, e.g. the financial -spect-system,
the; social -spect-syst,m,'the information aspect -s ystem.

2:3.6 .astem concepts -

Elements (or components),: the smllest units for rr, .vrticular

A systems nalysis.
Attributes: ch-r-cterittics of elements.
Relitionships: cone pts whiCh describe the effects elements have
on oach other.

2.3.7 A model of' re:I life system is - simplified system, concrete
or abstrr,ct, derived fpom the system, -.nd used for,purpos,s o
analysis -nd/or experiment'tion:. A mod,,1 thertfore is a system
for the study of more complex system. If a model is designed
to study only on or a fe*i: aspects of the re'l liite system, it

be r_erded as an aspect-system.

2.3.8 Pictoril represent tionL; of models and of systems nre: ails
abling us ti) th, models and systems u-der study. Such
pictorial representations can be grphs, chrts, flow chart's,
photographs, block-dif,grahs, etc.

2.4 The Education System.

2.4.1 Pictorial represent- rations.
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formal
cduc-tion

system

fig, 4.

Fig. 4 shows the educ-tion as a sub-system of society. The diagr-m
shows - number of other ,sub-systems, some of which are in some
wry onanother related to the education system, e. . the politicl.
orc.anis-,tion of society, thoChurch, tradition-1 society. We
distinouish between intern-1 extern-,1 relationships of the
formal cducation system, The extern7,1 relationships arc between
the cduCP,tion system (ind its erwircnmlmt..-

nstitutio A
teach,ing
-nd
learning
system

fig. 5.

Fig. 5 is r, v-riation on fig. 4, at once det.iling the eduction
system little further, -nd summing up th, environment in "Sociely".
The three circles touch in one point, shving that -part from the
links btvit.,:n soci,,ty_',nd the terchin6. and Darning system the
institution-,1 system, there are ,also direct relationships between
te-ching r.nd learning procsses and society.
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fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows the secondary school system s a sub-system of the
education system at large. Ap-xt from the internal relations of the
sLcondary educiation system, which will be discussed later, there
are the exturnal r,lations with society, with the institutional
system of which it is part, and with the wider world of teaching
and learning (the, educational profession).

Fig. 7.is a block diagr-m showin6 the second-ry school system as a
sub-system of formal education in Zambi,' as ,dminstered by the
Ministry of Education. Pre-school educatidh ( a local council
responsibility) and various other forms of education ( health

training, in-service trr.'.ining by pan-.-statals
alid training schemes Ly other ministries and agencies are excluded
hero). Apart from the othe,: institution.,.) systems shown, the
Ministry of Education is rusponsible for some of the adult education
work in Z-mbia, and it also.h s (-cirrespondenci cducltion unit.
In th,, SNDP, these are_ grouped under Eduoationl Services) which
otherwiAc c-ears for a Wide v.rioty of services to thu institutional
system.

In contrrst to the.precepng diagr-m, 7 conveys an impression
of a complex but efficiently organised system. Block diagrams such
s these reflect the static state of orcanizti ns ima'static

society. Th,.. formal t,duation systm -s )world of its own,
usurping nassive amounts of personnel and resour is purely for th,
maintenance of the status quo. Ex'.mplu: of the total recurrent
cost of education in Zambia, 55% to 0% are. spent on teacher salaries
and benefits. If the extr-Os paid by oversas"governmqnts to their
nationals on top of their Zambian salaries, art inguded, the pro-
portion of funds spent on s'laries is even highe ).

Thu relAions with other sub-systems within the formal education
sytum, are like uclully- m'ny ropes tying tht,:scooridry sybt 1 down
to its past functions. Only a fpaction of the total amount of
financ,, and riumuer of personnel employed in thc, formal educati.on
syst_m are spent on solving:the problems concerning the rell.tion
between society and school. Yet it's here whun, the real problems
lie.
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,

2.4.2 The (Socond:ry) School: models ofohange.

.'

The need for'.ch-ni-ing the second zy school system ;crises, as to
have sooi, from. thL fact that this system is completely out of
atop q,th ocoomicr.social -nd cultur:1 de-

r

velopment. But how does one'go about.,sblving the problems, planning %

change and imlemcnting it? Huberman n a stiMul:_tinv UNESCO
ovefcvicw of educatio'nal innovtion 31, distinguishes three model's
of change nF.,.meY:.:

a. the research -nd development model & D)
. . 1), the social intera6tion model

c. th, problem solvi'ng model.

'04.As Hubcrman stY --tes , the, mr modal of logically proceding from
basic 'research thrOugh 'Tpli:ed: resuarcitandexperimuntation to
P.doption,oll innoyqions ,is Still too futuristic in ,ducati-aital.
t:planning. Almost'nowhure liv( changes bun Vie result of a careful
and comlorehensivC Trk?grammo of resuarch and planning. The other--

1.two 'models are very relevant to the African situation. tFik.,8
lActurk:s the three approaches side by side 39.

..., i

R & ,D

1. Invention or
disco,ery of
innovation

2.Development
(working out
problems) t

3. Production
and packaging

4. Iissomin-tion
to mass udinc,

.

Problem - solving

1. Transl- tion of
need to problem

2. 'Dirgnosis of
problem

3. Search and
rtr'ieval of
inform :tion

AP,-kt'tion
of innovation

5, Tri-.1.

6. lw,luation
of trial in
terms of n.,od
satisfaction

fig. 8 : Thr;k modolsof the)ch-hgu.process.

As Hu,erman oints out, th( social inierxtion model is the mose
natural of th threu, focussing.s it does do th, teaching pro-
fession a:, a w olo, rath&x.than primP.rily on rosearcho2s nd
dr.volopors, ocs'tho R & D model, or on tiie change r,!gents/
problem solvers 'nd their relations with tho ordin-ry teachers.
Although most i novatf,ns-ocair Es r,sult-of some mixtur, of

4

tho models, it -would be right' to say th, t in Africa the
introduction of innovctions r;. lied more on the methods of
the S.I. modul than on those Of. the two o.thers. Tho ,Jxplanation
of this st to of ff irs'consists of cOmbin tion of factors, .

some,of-which -re set out b.:low:

Social interaction

1. Awareness of
novation

. Intoresitin it

3. Evalution, of
approvti:-It4ess

4. Trial

5. Adoption for
p,rmnont use
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a. The approach throu01,hum,n rel-tions is closer to the "African
way of life". Sever-1 writers., including President Kaunda,
have asserted th-t Africa's contribution to the world could
w,11 lic in the sphere of improving hum-n rel-tions.

b. The model does not depend on the avrilability funds to,the
same ext,nt 's do the other two ( k,seci'lly the R.,,& D). '-his

-ppli,s speci'ally to the initil ot-,:es of studying -nd evalu-
ating innovations, a large of which is -ndled by grass-
roots educators such is teachers, members of teachersassocitions
and inspectors of oducrtion. By and large, model 3 de'lswith
the adoption and/or adc.ptati,tn of innovations that hpo been
introducd elsewhere. Fur., education- 1 research) .s 'required
under t4 R & D model, 'cnd to a lesser extent, the pro)lum
solving model, is something most African countries would lack
the fUnds and the African personnel for.

c. The type of 'B-alking Edue.ation, as des-01kbed in part 1 of this
paper,, did not call for AfriCan reserch in o'African education.
At th, most: African education copied the i ovations advociated
in Europe and. Amuric--.. Perhf,ps R & D and p lem' Solving
could not be paid for by Afic, but this last factor made them
-lso superfluous for Afric.,

So although as model the third approach to innovation may be
closer to the African person-lity, this same approach at the
same time is a mark of 'continued domin-tion by the forme) coioni ^1
masters. As a result, many of the innovations suggested for and
introducd in Africa have not solved African problems as perceived'
by progressive Africns. Among these innov-tions are:
- .introduction of modern mthematics syllabuses0 and modern

science syllRbuses41, developed in tne West -ftur Russia's
surprise launching of,the first Sputnik.

- The prop-e,-tion of programmed learning.and educational tcchnology
as solutions to Africa's education problems42,..

- The introduCtion of a-politic-1 adult litracy progrrmmos,
aimed t sR din~ up. rural development.

- Ph- expansion of the formal eduction system at th
of technical -n4 vocitional
Curriculum duvelopment which in most countries" left the so-c-lled

cduc tion ;yst,:ti intact. .

Quite clearly, ,,duc-tdon-1 innovation br3ughtabout through
cesses of social interaction; h .s led to4unsuitable reforms in

,

Africa. This is not surprising considering the system of social
interaction' in operation. It show.Jd,.-nd aften still shows the
following characteristics;
The interaction system is strongly hier-rchical

- Infrmation in the form ofdiir,ctives passes from top. to bottoth
- Information on problems at the school level are communicated

from the bottom to the top
- Tl)e m.jority of persons in the system are expatriates from ,
'Europe, int;:racting, within the confines of a western middle -

cl ss system:
In their'perct.ption of both problems -la their solutionsf
ter'chers.-nd other, luctionists.were consciously and uncon-
sciouslysselect.iv, exactly because, of their frame of reference.
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- AfricAtization of the teaching .staff and/or of the her-pr'6-
fessional and adi,nistrative levels does not necessari shift
the centre of innovation from Europe to Africa, as many educa-
ted Africans ha'., adopted the same r,l-ference system as their
expatriate predecessors45,

- Par.11el to this social interaction sytem,and re-inforcing it,
.t are communiction, distribution and recruitment systems through

which rose-eh findings, educational reforms, resources,
equip exit, itrsonnel, etcetera, flow from Europe to Africa.

2.4.3 Education and Problem Solving in Zambia.
Tod.y we witnessing a shift from the soci.:1 interaction model

-to combination of problem solving -nd soci.1 interaction models.
That is to say, the problcns associated'with formal education
in Africa have become so great, and so fundamental, that they
can no longer be ignored. Hence, educational innovation in Africa,
will increasingly be geared towards solving African problems,
instead of tow.ards adopting western reforms. Any solutions, that
will be or have becri proposed and tried out, are likely to be
disseminat_d through the methods of social inOraction, making
use of existing channels of communication, ana existing platforms.
The combinalon-of model's can readily be shown in the form of r.
flow chart, fig. 9.

2nd model's
contribution

(focus on problem solvine;)

IdiaDmosis ofdiagnosis
I Africa's eaucation'

stage 1,
1 problems

I sc-rch and
'stage 2 retrieval of

possible solutions!

p stage .3,.

stage 4.

i evaluation and
1,*adapttion of
I innovations

3rd Model's
contribution

(focus on communication

create .21,77Hr.ness

of Africa's education
problems

Iarouse interest in
possible
solutions

[ Fig. 9 Educationtil
Trifd*

1 innovation in Africa,
1,.the-merger of the

problem solving and
social interaction
models.

stage 5. Adoption
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Fig0.,sign.ifies a shift from copying western innovations in educa-
tion-to. th,. study by educationists of the real issues confronting
African countri_s today. In termSof the systems rpproach, it means
.that th,_ proper environment of African education is beginning to
be taken intoaccount: as.),.. fig. 4 to '6 of prr-graph 2.4.1. In
paragraph 2.4.4 this enironment will be summed up in a checklist
of important developments.

.4.4 The environm,nt of the 'education syst_m, main issu-s.
For,$00*, if not all, hfricn countries the Bain problems and
challenges can, be stated as follows:

, Politically: th move from an elitist colonial system of govern-
ment to a system of self-govern&nt brsed on participation by
the masses.

,b. EconoMically. (i) the move from?, peripheral position within
the world capit'list system to a position of economic self-.
reli,ance, and (ii) th,, move from a class-divided society to
more egalitarian sodicty.

c. Soci-lly: the 'move from western social structures, values,
attitudes and behaviours to structures, values, r..titudes and
behaviours -s defined and developed by progressive Africans
and African organisations.

d. Culturally: the move from cultural colonialism in its many
forms,,towards re-establishing -n African_cultural identity.

e. Theologically: the moye from west,rn-based and partly colonial
christi-n thinking to a "blck the ogy", which combines Africa's
religious past and an African inter etation of the bible into
an African theology of liberation.

Any educational innovation which does not refer to these
fundamental issues is not worthy of that, name.

2.4.5.The Systems a,.pro.ch ap-PIT.to school mn'gument.
A systems approach to innovations at the secondary love:a could be
based upon the following three elements:
%. A. detailed analysis of the present system in all its aspects.
b. A search for. innovations that would help towards meeting the main

challenges facing society today ( section 1.5.4 and the
checklist under

u. The try-out and implementation of innovati;ns according to the
model pictured in fig. 9.

In the following Chrpturs, -s an illustration, this approach will
be followed for r sub-system or the secondary system. Thu sub-system
selt:cted is the management system of the secbndary school. It-is
in fact an,aspect-system dealing primarily with human relations.

3. Overhuling school management.

5.1 Why school management?
The reasons Sorselecting this particular sub- system, instead of for
instance the financial aspect-system or the curriculum asp,ct-sytem
are three-fold:
a. Current patterns of sctiool organliation provide ,n outstrnding

example of implicit colonial .domination over Africa's younger
generatibns.

b. :school organization is compartively'sulf-contaipcd at the
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local level. Individual schools -nd teac:crs have agreater r.moWtt
of latitude in initiating reforms in patterns of management thi`in
financial matters or in the curriculum.

c.Innovations require only very modest funds for their impletation.

School management has been referred to as an aspect-System. The re:.as-en
for this is that manwement deals with relationships between system
elements. school nPnagement will be treated under three scDar .te
headings: - school management in general, from ch. 3.2.

- classroom .r.lanat7ement ch. 4.
- "'extra curricul-r activities" ch. 5.

Management can Ipe defined -s the, activity of organizing people, ideas
and resources in order to achieve specified goals according to plan.
From this definition follow a number of key management functions45,
or aspect-systems, namely:

planning
organization
control
communication

fig. 10 Functions of school management.

3.2 School manage-ment in general

,:malysis of the current system.,
The present secondary school is ge-a-ea towards achieving one goal:
to get as !v.:my students as possible through the formal exams. The
greater part of the school's activities in the yeas of planning,
organization, control and communication is centred aroundlthis one
objective. That this should, in practice, be the chief objective
of school is accepted almost without question by staff, students
and the general public. Other educational objectives'are recognised
by some to exist, butthey receive grossly insufficient attention.

As we have seen in 3.1, school man-gement c.n be sub-divided accor-
ding to the function of spe:ific acts of management. In addition,
P.:sub- division according to field of operation can be made.

. _

, acac'.emic field
4-- -

extra-curricular field

boarding field
a

L
fig.'11 Fields of school management.

510

(In terms of systems theory, those fields of school'management are
aspect-systems of the management aspect-system of the secondary
school system). ')
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i . . FIELD

i

academic extra-
curricular

boIrding

1 FUNCTION, field .fie"..77.1:11

planning

organization-

control

:--

communication

fig. 12 Function /Field matrix for school management.

12 sugaPsts a pattern for the systems analysis of schd)1
management. The matrix defines twelve areas for micro- research.
Indeed, research into thes- areas has hardly begun. In addition,

vertical -s well -s horizontal analys s can be made. These can 'be
further defined pn the basis of the results from the micro-rosearch
indicated. In fig. 12, a horizontal analysis of communication
as well as a vertical analysis of the extra-curricular field

been indicated.

Of the four management functions_ (see figures 10 and 12)
communication stands out as one which nibre than the others impinges
on the remaining three. A study of a school's communication system
can therefore reVeal a great deal' about the systems of pl'.nning,
organization nd control used, besides providing insights in the
patterns of communication that exist at school.
Therefor_, my analysis of the present system of school management
.will concentrate on this communication system.

3.2.1.1 The formal communication System.
The formal cmmunication syst2 can'be ividetn'to the 'following

(see fig. 12)': -)c

Th9 ,flacademicfl'aspect-system of comMunic,tion
The ,extracurricular" .)sgect-system of communication
The uboarding" aspect-system of communisation

Within one secondary.school it are the same members of the school
population communicating with each.other in accordance with on
of these aspect-systems of the forml communication systeri. The
main diffen)nce between the threx concerns the content of the
messagesOpeing communicated, for instance, subject-matter from
the Zambian Hisliory Syllabus (academic field), inform:tkon en
poultry farming for the Young Farmers Club (extra-curricular
field), or end of term arrangements for the stildenti hosteld
(boarding field).
Another difference between these three communication systems lies
in the different roles that one and the same member of the school
may play in the different communication.;systems. A student. may
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r of a civics clas''; football captain of the
onitor in a hostel. A teacher can be head
artment, driver of the school lorry and assist-mt,
of the_hostels. Despite these differences
mmunicntion systems, we should recognize their
mely a, pronounced hierarchical structure.
res,nt ralistio models of -the communication
laturally, the are -varintions from school to' "-

school. And the deskgnation of people's roles may also vary.
(E.g. what are c-iled house captains in, one school.may be labelled
house prefects In nother, the Headmaster mny be referred to .1s,
principal, eto.)

About these threo communication charts, representing-the acndemic
(fig.13), the extra-curricular (fig. 14) end the boarding (fig.15)
fields, the following general observations can be made:
a, At most schools such charts do not exist and,new staff and

students are often at a loss as to the right channel of commu-
nication they are supposed to use.

b. Compared with the communication charts ls developed in tradi-
tional management theory, fig. 13-15 are different in that

6, 47,
+Age

&ditional distinction between staff and line position4
' does not exist. That is to say, all members of the school

community t.ke part in 'the execution of.the school's main tasks.
The only persons who occupy some sort of supportive/advisory
function are the 'master on duty', who at most schools acts
as the Principal' s eyes and eats for one day during a given
period on a rota basis, nnd the House Masters of the ')o riling
hostels. This could point to a hiatus in the control or feedback

function of school management, namely when it is not compensated for
by other means. And es we shall see, the obvious alteenatives
such as brainstorming during routine meetings and creating
'sqb-commitees, are not often used. Hence reflection on the
human relationships at school is sadly lacking.

c. Under the traditional hierarchical 'tree of authority!, members
of'an organi5Aion accept orders from and are responsillL to
one and-only one superior. This concept of 'unity orcommand! -

%is no longer a holy principle in modern organiz-tion theory.
However, at the secondary school the complete opposite often
leads to chaos and indiscipline. It is only natural that within
each field, 'academicl,lextra-curricularl, and lboardingt;
one individual exercises authori:ty over different people and/or
is responsible to different superiors. As long as one is aware
of the different roles taken in these different fields, 'multiple
command' normally causes no problems. More serious id the
uncertainty within the, racademicl and 'boarding' communication
fsystems.
Fig. 13,shows that the Brincipaj) has direct access to all levels
of the system, including that of the individual student. It is
up to 14.m to decide which tasks to delegate to which level.
If we take the channels as two-way lines of communication,
fig. 13 would seem to represent a very open system with many
interconnectiens between the_levels in the hierarchy. Superfi-
cially th.e consulting hour operated by most heads of school
during specific times of the week, appears to underline this
openness.

t
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010

level'

2

3

4

5

6

fig. 13 Chart representing the 'academic' communication_ system

KEY E one person

group of persori (school classes)

persons or groins omitted for the sake of clarity

communication ;flannel (with branch)

level Principal & Master on buty.

staff
level 2 Vice-principal
level 3 Heads of (subje)t)Departments
lev. -1 4 'subject teachers and Erl'ordul masters,

students f level 5
level 6

form monitors
student classes
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'level

1

2

3

4

5

fig. 14 Chart representing the 'extra curricula communication system

[:)one person

committee of"ichool society

members of a school club/organization

- persons or group omitted for the sake of clarity

communication channel (branching)

) level 1 rrincipal &-Master on Duty
staf level 2 Vice-Principal

level 3 teacher-counpellors of school societies

students
1-vel 4 committee of school societies
level 5 members of school societies
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El Er

E

El

L

Fig. 15 Chart represt.ntins the 'boarding' communication system

KEY,

0 one person

group of persons (one dormitory wing)
group or person. omitted for the sake of clarity

communication channel, branching

staff

f 2 V

level 1 Principal°& Master on Duty
level Vice - Principal

f,

students levl. 3 School Captain/Vice Captain

staff

students

level
level

4 Boarding Master
5, House Masters

level
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

level 6 House Captains
level 7 Vice'House Captains
level 8 Prefects
level 9 0 Dormitory Wing Monitors

Oother house leaders (soccer captain,
garden foreman Oc.)

level 10 dormitory groups (wings)
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However, th9 s2rstem permits a great measure of arbitrariness.
Thee higher you are in the hierarchy, the more choice you have in
deciding your channel of communicatione The lower down you are,
the greater the chance that the channel selected will be judged
to be the wrong one by the superior. chosen. E.g. a pupil may
approach the head master with his problem, only to be advised
to use the .:orrect chc.nnel and see his form monitor or his form
master. Likewise, a subject teacher is not always sure whether
to consult a colleague, his head of department, the vice-principal
or the principal. One more example: cases have been known of the
school authorities (Principal nd vicerprincipal) sending home
a whole class of troublesome students without consulting the
form master of this class.

The formal communication system points to a position of the
principal which at once is extremely powerful and eXtreWly
difficult. Some hve sound their own ways of sharing responsibi-
lities with other members of staff, while others accept their
position and regard attempts towards greater participation from
below as a threat to their authority. None of them have received
any formal management training, and supportive services arc restric-
ted to circulars from the Ministry of Education, the occasional
bit of personal advice from an Inspector, and exchanges within
the Associ-tion of'heads of school which exists in some countries,
e.g. in Zambia.

The built-in arbitrariness of the communication system inhibits
the flow of information from the bottom upwards. To a large extent
the, formal communication system in the academic field is pperated
as a tool ih the hands of those occupying the top leveld in the
hierarchy. As a result information flows from the top down, thus
reinforcing the -.uthoritarian organizational structure and frus-
trating dumooratic school management and student patticipation.
Information which does flow upwards often travels through informal
channels. There id a striking parallel here with staff-student
relationships in the classroom. Under the widely uded methods of
'banking education', bits of subject matter flow from the knowing
teacher to the ignorant students.

d. That strikes one in the boarding cornmunic7tion system (fig. 15)
is the comparatively large measure of power in the hands of stu-
dents. In most school hostels, the top executive is the Houae
daptain) who ogcupies a position similar to that of the principal
in the academic system. There exists gre-A-w,riation in the posi-
tion and authority of Aouse masters/Mistresses from school to
school. In some they have great executive powers, in others they
have a mainly advisory capacity. In most boarding schools, they
live away from the boarding area.
Large variations also exists in th, position of prefects. -In some
schools, they function primarily in the boarding areal, in -others
they alsb have surveillance and disciplinary functiJns in the
classroom area. Tip student lead,rs like the school captain and
his deputy figure quite high in the communication system: During
a schuul crisis the princivlswill often consult the school captain
immediat&k after seeing the vice-principal. Ihe character of
communication with student leaders is strongly influenced by their
status within the school organization. Normal practice is that

9
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they arc; a ointed for one year by. the principal after consultationwith house sters fld.'"-the'outgoing student leade.^s, rather than
.democratically elected by the student'b)dy. Therefore they tend to
represent the principal's authority 'rather than the interests of
the ordin,.1.'y studeht.

3.2.1.2 Meetings at school
.

In this section, some attention will be paid to the various meetings
that take place at school. This Is part )f the analysis of the
present system, throwing light bath on organization as another
functibh of school managebents and on the communication system.
Most formd meetings taking place can be read off from the communi
cation networks of figs. 13, 14 and 15.

General meetings

participants
l'frequency subject(s) ,phlired by

All Staff

twice per
term to
rnce per
week.

b. Prefects
meeting

'weekly to
once per term

matters, such as
- sch:, 1 rubs
- discipline
- st1:2.ent bchAriour
- pu fish .s: t

- kpu:lctuality
- r.11
- sch.)ol assembly
- teacher n duty functi)ns
Academic matters
- time table -

- teachers respnsibilities'
daily rJutine

- tests & exams
- hmework
giding & streming, etc.

Extra curricular activities
- funds
- staff c)unsellJrs
- transport

sports, etc.
Boarding matters

-arr-.nements cpncening
beginning & end -,l term
f»d situation

- funds

h)use.mastefs/mistresses
- student leaders, etc.

Princip 1,
0.n his absence
the vice-P.

subjects depending mn the
schiol's tradition e.g.
- boarding' rv.tters.only,,r also
- discipline
- sch,,1 rules, punctuality,

are:3S el,C.
- punishments
- individu=.1 students, etc.

'Principal )1F

Vice -P.

n r .re )cca-

sions: Schoil
'Captain.
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Academic meetings

participants
frequency

a. Heads of Dept.
once to thrice
per year.

'Subject(s) chaired by

- allocation of funds
- tirke tables
- :?llocation of periAs
- use of teachers in
more than one dept.

- tests and exams

b. oubject teacher allocation of teaching loads
within one dept.- allocation of classes

- distributo:?. of books
- examination syllabuses
- teaching syllabuses
- equipment
- tests & exams
- keeping of records

c. Form masters/.
mistresses

d. Forms of stu.
dents.
irregular

do not usually meet
as a group.

- election or appointment of
form teacher, form monitor

- cleaning )f classroom
- behaviour of members of the

class
- grievances
- test & exam arrangements

Principal or
Vice-P. or a
senior head
of dept.

head of dept.

form teacher

Similar tables can be drawn up for meetings in the fields of 'extra
curricular activities' and 'bc)ardingl.

General observations on school meetings
a. Subject orientatipn. In most school meetings, participnts-

occupy themselves with routine- matters, at theexpense of
basic educational objectives. To give one.ex mple from the
host of instances available: discipline id discussed at almost
every single staff meeting. But more often thin not the clis=
cussion centres around 11.)w to make students confxrm to school_
rules, and what sanctions to use if they d,,n't. Only very
r-rely will the school staff discuss what they understand by
discipline, and which pedagog-ival objective they pursue when
advocating greater discipline. Proverbial British discipline,.
sometimes caricatured as ribotylike 'obedience to a system of
rules"laid down from above, is not much different from "befehl
ist befehl" discipline as uxercised in the schools and armies
of ,ther western countries. However, it contrasts r-ther strong-
ly with progressive African n)tions of discipline, which place
greater value on self-discipline, self-relianne and on an
internal coCe of behaviour.

Student assessment, interschool and interhouse sports-are
also dealt with as routine matters, in which it is the results,
in the form of scores, that-count. PrJfessional matters such
as methods of teaching, staff- student relationships, the c)un-
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selling rile of fora teachers and house mastersImistresses, theobjectives of education, leadership educati,n for students, the
educ:ti.mal function ,f community oriented projects, are among the
list of seldom discussed subjects.

b.Public versus cldsed meetings.'
Mast meetings t scho.1 are cl.,se meeting , attendance being
regulated by one's membership of the level s)in the hierarchy
c,mcerned..That is to say th-t meetings are not attended .by
students or'student representatives. Neither ;re prefects' 7ileotings
attended by meMbers of staff other than the principal, nor by ordi-
nary students. Agenda's of these and other meetings are not usually
posted on the scho.,l's publicnotice boards, ric,r tre minutes
publicized afterwards. It is true that thse in attendance are
cften directed to cmmunicate decisons to the grourg or inOividual(s)
cncern'ed. A go,d'principal will also use the regular school
assembly to provide fail information about matters of general
concern. But these last two approaches even if used to the full,
are extremely authoritarian and a far cry from the participatory
democracy which should govern4the school.

c.Administration of meetings.
Very few people in the school, if any, have received any formal
training in how to conduct -meetings. As a result meetings are often
run inefficiently: This also applies to the preparation and follow
up of meetings; Joint preparation of meetings, advance circulation
of the agenda, 'the taking and publiOation of minutes (or decision
lists) are comparatively rare, even for staff meetings. These
factors inhibit participation during the meeting and make checks
on the implementation of decisions difficult. his latter job
usually falls to the'chairman,,of the meetings (P-incipal, School
captain, Head of Department, House Captain; etc.), at once adding
to his burden of work and to his authority within the system.

This sad state of affairs is 411 the more serious when considering
the objectives atf student organizations. Apart from the objectives
related to the specific' activities of the club or association, the ,

transfer of skills-in the area of managing organizations and
conducting meetings as a very basic objective, receives'litile or
no attention. The schools' failure in this field is trogio indeed:.

3.2.1.3 School management: schedules, id,linos, rotas: forins.
When analysing a s6hool's managomont STs,em, a great d, ,,a7 66Y-167
barnt from thy, various print,d and duplicotA sehaluls, blanks.
and guids in use at a particular school. ,hat follows ie not a
comprohonsiv, checklist, but a fairly complete list of th7o various
blanks, guides and ovorvi,.ws that are or hair_ been in use at
Munali School; Lusakat Zambia.

a. Schoolmanag,mont generally: guides forms rotas.

Idoscription- I wh_n issu d '.4stribution

application forms

student's school
number

school rules

prior-to seleCtion

' upon o_loction
1

into school
annually .

colLtined on DafLe31
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(3i)
description - hen issued

r.

.

4 distribution

Ministry circulars
.

-
..

P
,

staff noticeboard,
',Principal's file fo g,

cdhsultationby staff,.
daily school routine

.

annually t -,"

.

staff, staff, school L
house noticeboards 4

school calender each half term
-

`

staff, qapff & school
noticeboards, school captv,

.

club secretaries
Guide for teachers
on duty

annually
.

f '

staff
.

teacher on duty rota once per term
t

staff', staff & 8,6001
noticoloards

scale of demerit marks
(punishment.points)

annually
.

staff, -staff notice
v
board

,

demerit slips 'to students when
breaking rules

a limited number of
blanks to each teacher

merit sl.ps

1 .

to students for
meritorous(?) work,

. .1

re, limited number of ..

blanks 1>er teacher -

end of t,rm.rrooedure
telephone m ssage
blanks

01.0 of term
to members of the
school .

staff, house captains,
telephone 4'perator ,

.

. -,

b. Academic field: - guides, forms, rotas

description when issued distribution
,

application forms upon receipt kept in
confidential school fileL,
by students! school no.

selection exam rdsults
(grele 7, form 3)

after exams to
each student

kept in school files
by students school no.

form lists of students'-
names'per form

--M-T-1'

beginning of each
schbol year

staff, for marking and-
otherspurposes

form masters
& room allocations

each term staff, staff and school
notice boards

guide for form masterstto
mistresses

new form
mastk..rs/mistros_se.s.,- ,

form masters/mistresses

tiro table for- .

each form
each term /

l'

form master, form moni-
tor, form notice board

time table blanks for
completion by individua'

'teachers.

each term teachers
_ :4

form master/mistress
concerned

daily attendance regis4
ter for each form

annually

absentee book for
.:ash form

each term

0 .

form monitors, to bo
handed to,subject teacher
at, beginning of each
period
form masters /mistressesrules concerning

classroom furniture
to new form
masters

continued overleaf
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description

1

when'issued distribution

.

guide .to the use of
! the library

,
library rules

.

tonew
,.teachers,

-.
.

- -

staff staff & library.
notice boards. library
prefect(s),. . _ - ,

.

,.library notiCe.board '.
examination syllabuses
per subject

on publication by 7

-Ministry 4Q and/or
to new staff A.,

die staff, for their '

own,teaching-subjects.9:
sometmes,to exam forms,:

teaching syl4buses ,
per subject (schemes

of work).

on'completion by
head Of dept. or
subject staff

staff in the dept. con-
eerned, Principal's file

ecorA d1 work .--,..,-
.

.

-
, -lject

to be kept, by each sub-
teacher on work'

,completed
eaching notes

.''

on publication by'.
Teacher Associations
J.nspeotorato

staff concerned
.

to tbooks , each term to students, by
subject teacher ,

ex rcise bo60. pencil
---, ,

ruler,-tallpoints

.

:beginning oR-the
and an production
a full book,
pencil etc.

year
of

used up
N- .

students, on arrival
at school or when

.

book is full.

mathematical equipment each term to students by maths
teacher

examination timetables r or to exams

.

. 'and
staff,- staff, school 4

form notice boards
prize Mist

.

once a year, usually
on the occasion of th
open day/prize,day

.

staffl.Kouse Captains;
staff &.school notice
boards

.

report forms, to be
competed one for
every, student

I

,.end of term
,

-

,

.

subject teachers
,(marks & comment)
fotm teacher (marks
& comment on behaviour;,
house master
(comment on behaviour)
club coftsellors
(comment on activities)

,

Principal (comment); ' 1

on completion: to the
parents, copy is kept.
on the school files .1
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c. extra curricular activities

description when issued
, ----.;_

.

distribAtion
.

.

.

-..
list of school clubs/
societies/activities

beginning of the ;.:a-:staff,
,

year .

staff &sch'ool
notice boards

list of club counsellors'as
& sports coaches on the
staff

and when an up-
'dated version is4,
requdied

staff, staff and
school notice boards -

section on extra-curri-
cul activities, see
list o. students'report
form ,

end oT,term.

.

" ,

.

to parents, copy is
kept on the school,::
files

.ftschool magazine
.

.

.

once or twice a all members of the
school community;
parents; friends and
contacts of the school

house magazines,,: % imregularIy

.

stafT& students'
attached to 'the parti-
lap dormitory house

club constitutions
an rules ,

a duplication (new) members

club circulars by some of the
student groups

members, staff,
notice boards etc.

ri$C, Agr. Sc.'studf.nt.
etc.

farming notes Ion publication

d. boarding field: 'guideS, forms', rotas

description
.
when issued distribution

HoUse membership list . .beginning of the
, :school year. ,

roll call took '1 beginning of the
!school year

'roll call and !beginning of the
reporting rules school year
roll call report forms each term, for ude

after egch House,
roll call

furniture inventory each year,

House Masters/List:esE,e-
House Ca tains
House Masters Mistreese-,

staff, House Captains

Hopse Masters atr,:,s3ek,

rotas for-House 1uties each term or
(cleaning, vegetable 'half term
garden, dining room etc)

House Masters Mistresses
House Captain, liT)170T-i---

officials, House notice
boards

. Observations ' , .
.

The four lists on one school's` paperwork form a-precipitation of
the main routine activities and procedures in that iarticular
sChool. The Tists describe the position as per January 1970. '

Since then some forms may have been withdrawn from circulation,
and others may have been introduced. When analyzing the list, it....
should-be reTembered that not allthe life and work within the
school community can be caught in bureaucratiC paper work. That
is to say that once again we are dealing with an aspect-system o'

. ,
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the school (management) system. More specifically an administrative
aspect- system to support the four functions of school management
listed in Lg. 10, The listsare.an impr'esdive testimony to the
administrative and organizational. capability of the local)secondary
school.

Without this' administrative support, no staff would be able to main-
tain order and discipline. Efficiency in this fieldeliminates
uncertainties and ambiguities, and, positively, provides a feeling'
of security tb all people, in,the school. In this waYat least
one source of frustration, indiscipline and even school riots is
ruled out. This would'be true, regardless of whether the adminis-
trative support is tied to a closed autocratic organization and
communication system as is the case here, or to a school organized
as an open participatory democraty. AdMinistrative support in the
form ofsblanxs and rotas etc. is a necessary instrument for both.

Tte contents of the lists reveal. some of the major pre-occupations
of the present seCoridary school, the chief one's beingthe prepa-
ration through 'banking education' (Freire) of students for
scholastic examinations, and the control of student behaviour .
through an elaborate system of rules,.competitions, reporting
procedures and sanctions. These observations help to make the
formal communication system discussed under 5.2.1.1 a lot more
concrete. Werhave already seen that its structure is hierarchical.
We now find that th? content 'if a great part (the greater part?)

,

of the messages communicated is either about foreign subject mat-
ter,_or student's' ranking in scholastic and sports competitions,,
or obedience. to 'the 'school authorities'.

3.2.2 Summary Analysis
The analysis of the secondary school system has focUssed primarily
on School Management, the Communications Systems, school meetings,
and the use of Lorms and schedules. This analysis exemplifies
the ideological considerations made in chapter 1. The reader only
needs to compare the final_ observations of"the.last paragraph
(3.2.1.3) with PaoloFreire's description of 'banking education'
given on p.2, with the key concepts of African Socialism and
Zambian Humanism (p. ), and with President Kaunda's statements
on education (pp. 9-11), in-order to realize that secondary edu-:-
cation in Africa is indeed a bastion of (neo-)colonialism,
totally unsuited to meet the challenges posed by the environment,
as lisq,d, under paragraph 2.4.4, p.20.

3.2.3 Innovating school Management

3.2.3.1 Introduction. ihe educational reforms which are called for will
also encotpass the.SChool Management aspect-system, which as wt
have seen, is a key area in need of change. 2n- ; section 3.2.3,
a realistic sequence of innovations is suggbstoi.

3.2.3.2 A first- statement of objectives
:a. to increase the participation of,students.in the running of

1pheir school
'6. to increasingly replace competitive efforts ,by co-operative

efforts 1

c. to increasingly replace individual efforts by communal activi-
ties until a better balance is struck.

d. to foster initiatives "from below" .

14.
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e. 'to increasingly replace discipline through force, rules

and sanctions,by self-discipline and self-reliance.
At a later stage buch a first statementof objectives needs
to be rephrased in operational terms, so that their attainment
pr partial attainment can be measured.

s.

5.2.55 'Strategy _

a. Start from the position in which teachers & students find.
themselves todaY., That is to say:'

- Use existing awareness of the need for drastic change.
T'Do not ridicule teacher resistance to change, but meet it
by supplying the facts necessitating change. Contabi
new facts and new interpretationSof facts are of paramount
importance in inducing people to change.

- Different schools within one country are in different posi-
tions within the process of innovation. The strategy should
recognise different, starting positions.and.also permit
different rates of change.

b. The process of,Change from autocracy to participatory democracy
should itself utilize the methodicfpartioipation, communal
effort,.and self-reliance. This presupposes a strategy choice
for the model of problem.-solving t'hrough social interaction
as discussed under 2.4.2 and 2.4.3.

c. Time scale. The full sequence of innovations suggested below
would require a period of three to five years for their imple-
mentation. This period appears to strike a realistic balance
between the urgency with which drastic change is required and
the gradual fashion by which institutions, of necessity, change.
A revolutionary change overnight could only be achieved by
strong centraliied measures-. But that approach would defeat
the,objectives.

d. Adequate provisions must be made for the retrieval and making
available of general information and research findings re-
lating to the.. innovation of school managementf Such information
should be distributed tb and exchanged among all those engaged
in implementing innovations.

.5.2.5.4 Innovation by the people at school
In fig. 1 educational innovation was presented as the process
leading from 'banking education' to 'education for liberation'.
Withikth4t proce0, school management innovation is the process
from autocrdtic school management to a participatbry democracy.'.
In this section I will attempt to formulate a practical guide-
line, which could be adapted ,by, staffs of schools to suit their
own needs.

For practical purposes, management innovation can be split up
in phases:- Fig. 13 shows a possible division in, such stages,

'They will be briefly disdussed on the next page.
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a. put management innovation on .the agenda

'b. define/improv.,/s'treamline.the existing management system

c. create greater openness

d. towards representative democracy

e. new organs within the structure'

f. participatory democracy

fig. 13 Phases of school management innovation

a. Put management innovation on the'a enda.
In this first phase, the objective is i to make teachers and students
sensitive to the discrepancy between the objectives of African Socia-
lism and the traditional school management, and (ii) to create an'
awareness of the needs for change. Although supportive organizations
(Inspectorate, Ministry of National Guidance, Association of Heads
of schools, Teachers' Union, etc.) have a role to play here, the
deciaion'to innovate the system should be taken by the people involved
.at the local school level. The role of the outside bodies is to give
the go ahead (HQ), to furnish information, to encourage, advise,
and co-ordinate. Management innovation canbe put on the agenda in
various ways:
- literally, by putting it on the agenda of staff meetings
by"instituting a working party, composed of staff, perhaps including
senior students, to study how the system Oan be brought in line
with-the demands for participatory democracy '

- by launching an essay competition on,the subject. Two categories,
one for staff, one for students.

- by having it discussed in the relevant student organisations (SCM,
Humanism Club, Current-Affairs Association, Debating Club, etc.)

- by invitingd guest-gpeaker onlthe subject
- by creating a simple documentation system on the subje ct

00010.:,**** 0%.000tC,

-b: Define/improve/streamline the existillgmanagemnnt system.
Only in few cases will management innovation as defined here, turn
bad management into efficient management, for the obvious'reavn
that under bad management the innovation of management will be
managed badly too. A well -fun school, no matter the style of mana-
gement, is mere likely to'have the confidence and the administra-
tive capacitTnceded for the introduction of participation", than
a school where staff and students have adopted a kind of laissez
faire attitude towards one another, or a school plagued-by unruly
behaviour and indiscipline. Hence the need to examine the existing
system and,whrre necessary increase its effectiveness before and

. during the preparation of the next stage.' ,
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Insecurity related to channels of communication has been mentioned
as'a possible cause of indiscipline. Another such case is bad staff-
students relationships.. ?erhaps this ratter cause is a case where
increased administrative effectiveness does hot pay. In this event,
a new start could be made exactly by getting round the table and
talk innovation straight away,lointly.

c. Create greater openness.
Keeping in mind the eventual joint running of the school by allrits
members, a further step in that direction is to create as much open-
ness as possible about all aspects of school life, so that staff and
students can begin to adopt a wider view on education and its relation
to society. This openness is desired for all functions of school
management (planning, organizing, control, communication) and should
cover the fields of management as defined earlier (academic, extra-

.

curricular, boarding), as well as the-yaspect of extgrnal relations-

of the school, notably those which involve the school in the develop-
ment of the local and regional community.

Some methods through which greater openness in the system of school
management can be created, are listed below, in an as yet incomplete
checklist. Naturally, the list cannot be slavishly followed. Each
school should consider its own ways.of opening up. The checklist
centres on aspects discussed before: the formal communication system;
meetings at school; guides /rotas /schedules.

loosening up the "correct channels".
It is in the nature of the hierarchical communication system that
information passes from the top down rather than from the grass-
roots level up. In this phase of 'opening Up', it is important
to stress that_communication is a twolk7way affair. The top levdld
tend to insist on the use of.the right channels by the people
lower down.'The minimum effort to be made is to specify what these
channels are, and for whatImessages'they'should be used. This
could be doneby using a teaching version of,the communication
chart(s). Next, especially in extremely authoritarian schools, a
dispaiy of tolerance by the top level people is needed , when .occa-
sionally students or teachers do not use the "correct channel".
Each student and each teacher can cite examples where their superiors
have themselves used the wrong approach, without having been
corrected by anyone.

'WAttention should be paid to the informal communication system,
and to a link between the formal and 'informal system. Thia can
be done by strengthening and emphazink the counseling role of
Form Teachers and House Masters/Mistresses, These members of staff
often have the confidence of their students, but not always the
time to listen to them. This time must be created through manage-
ment.' E.g. by reducing their teaching load by one period a week,
in exchange for a consulting hour.

All meetings taking place should be included in the school woun e-
ments. Students have a right ti know when the staff, or the House
Masters/Mistresses, the Heads of Departments, the prefects, etc.
will meet. The best announced meetings are usually those of school
societies, because these address themselves to a large membership
and/or to the whole community et school._In contrast, staff meetings
prefects' meetings, and the like are often held on the quiet, and
always behind closed doors.

- Agendas of meetings should be prepared, duplicated beforehand,
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and as a :rule posted on the school's notice boards. Participants of ,

the meeting should help prepare the agenda (minimally: suggesting
items; maximally: prepare the entire agenda, on a rota basis).

- Minutes of me...tings should eprepared, duplicated and posted on the
school notice boards. As a actical alternakive, -minutes-fecal some-
times bd made in handwriting, anda summary in the form of a wall-
paper,, posted on the main notice board.

- A number of simply-worded guides on the phased change -over, to parti..,
cipatory democraby should be added'to the school's inventory of-
guides and paper forms. Existing forms.end rules must.be'examined
in the light' of the objectives set out, under 3.2.5-.2, and the nesese
sary a.tion taken. E.g. a committee composed of staff and students
.should be charged with studying the system of school rules and come

. up with'a report plus proposals

- The school magazine, and where they exist, House Bulletins, should
occasionally carry items on the running of the school.

- Information in readable form should be distributed to parents and
bthers in the environment system of the school system (party branch
committes, local and regional development committees, interested
individuals, etc.),

- Parent participation. Despite various difficulties and negative
experiences, particularly in secondary education, further efforts
should be and can be made to open'th schools to the parents and
gradually increase their participation. (Granted, this not primari-
ly a.management task. The ultimate answer lies in overhauling'the
school system and make it serve socialist goels. In that case cannot
but function in the parents own situation)

d. Representative democracy.

Thder "banking education" people 'owe their position in the hierarchy
to appointments opposed to elections. This has serious consequences
fOr the relationships within the school. I shall never forget a .

discussion I once 1:184 in the middle of.,the nigh with a group of
school prefects. As a House Master I was conducting a leadership
course for.the group of form 4 students from among whom the new
prefects and other House officials were soon to be chosen. Out of.
interest a number of outgoing prefects from "my" house and some
°filer houses had come along to attend a session. From one thih
c,-,.me another and we remained talking until *long after "lights out".
I had charged that the prefects acted as the policemen of the
staff. That they oppressed their fellows instead of 'representing
them and fighting for them. As a result the prefects bre hated by
other students and they snow it. Would it be possible, I asked,
to exchange the position of "policeman" -for that of "trade unionist"?
At that point one prefect burst out saying that they had not chosen
to be policemen. They were appointed by the staff, and 'not elected
by their fellows as trade union leaders are. He went on saying
that it was difficult to refuse an appointment. For one thing,
the the staff expected obedience. For another, students were almost
"bmght" into the position of prefect by offering them all kinds
of perks and privileges.

In the thinking of progressive African leaders, representative
democracy is regarded as a phase, on the road to true participation.
It is a phase most schools have not yet reached.
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Principals are appointed.b the Ministry of Education. They are not
elected for a specific period by their fellow teachers. (Within the
British sy4em, this latter procedure was'proposed by the British
Liberal Party, several years ago). The Vice-Principal is appointed
by the Principal or by the kinistry, not elected by and from among
his fellow teachers. FDDrIaleachers are appointed by the Head and
not elected by the students. The same'-applies to House Masters

4 and Mistresses.Student leaders are usually appointed too, from
the School Captain, down to Form monitors and Wing monitors.

During the stage of innovaticd discussed here, as many as possible
of these "office bearers" should be democratically elected. (At a
later stage some of thesd positions may have to be abolished altogether
and new ones introduced)
The advantages of elections are manifold. I am listing some of them
as experienced by teachers and schools who have taken such steps:
- students (and staff) learn what representative democracy means

in practice
- students (and staff) acquire skills related to voting procedures

(defining the qualities of a good representative, judging
potential candidates, submitting names of representatives, the
technicalities of running elections, voting bad representatives
out of office)

- gradually there >>ill be a change in the role and role perception
of both electorate and elected. 'hen election of prefects is
introduced, students still perceive a prefect as an oppressor.
When gien a chance to choose their own oppressor, they will
tend to elect a weak jpersonality with wham -they think they can
play around. If this prefect is now made to behave as a represen-
tative, anzwerable to,the top, students wilfrealize their mis-
take, and vote him out of office next time.

- the system of elected leaders is very edfective when combined
with an efficieht system for preparing meetings, as discussed'
before, If the agenda of a meeting is published beforehand,
items can be discussed by the group involved, and representatives
'given a mandate by their electorate. After the meeting he will
report bacK, and later his report can be checked through the
publShed mir.utes. This combination of effects will hasten the
process of chance in role perception.

e. New organs within existing structures.
TT) Schoolmanagement generally.
Various secondary schools in Africa have experimented 'kith new
organs created to increase the amount of teacher and student parti-
cipation in the school. Since the late sixties, much experience
has been gained, but a great deal of this has subsequently been lost
due to fast changes in staffing and an abysmally weak professional
communication system. Some of the new organs introduced follow
experiments elsewhere in the world. Examples are various forms of
schkol councils and school parliaments, comprising represettatives
frond staff and students, or similar organs exclp.sively run by and for
students, with an advisory function to the Headmaster, and with
limited executive power. In most western countries, Sweden being
a notable exception, the experience has been rather disappoint*rig
when measured against the level of participation and conscientizationi
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reached. This is, no doubt, due to the ideological and other
societal'constraints operating 'on the school system. In some
progressive African countries, the prospects for making partici-
patory democracy come true through the creation of new councils
and committees at the sohool level, are brighter than in Europe.
Administratively, this kind of democrat2zation entails the decentra-
lization of decision making, a process which is already underway
in society at large in the African countries discussed here.

My own experienCe in Zambia with a school council and various
committees created to increase teacher and student participation
in running the school, has convinced me of the importance of this
phase in school management innovation. NOT as a final goallBUT
as a halfway station to grassrobts socialism. It would therefore
be worthwhile to systematically collect information on the experiences
gathered by those schools that have made progress in this direction.
'jeme key questions to be asked are:
Are members elected or appointed? By whom?
To *hat extent do councils and committee& have executive powers,
besides their advisory function? In what areas?
Are they answerable to "the top" or to their constituants,or to
both?

How is attention divided over "content" (e.6. school rules,
a6,ricultural production, curriculum, community projects) and
"process" (are activities organised so asto provide maximum
opportunity for participation, leadership training, is the
intrinsic educational and formative function of "ptocess." recog-
nised as such and has this recognition led to-thefftrmulatiot of
clear educational objectives?)

ii) The school's contribution to local development.
An even more fertile area for the introduction of new.organs within
the existing local school's structures, is provided by ,the initia-
tives of many school- rip:: a str,r'll role in the development of
the locality or region in which the school is situated. Existing
student organizations, such as the Young Farmers' Clubs and the
Studen6,Ch.LL,tiall Nove_icnt, have become less inward looking and a
number of school branches are running projects in the local neigh-
bourhood. New clubs and societies are mushrooming. The nature of
the activities run by all these clubs, is such that the teacher is
hardly in a posftion to play a dominant role. And if (s)he is pushed
into it, (s)her- should resist. At his/her best, the teacher, should
act as a resource person, an older friend, to the students. It is
the latter who do the main job. There are fewer barriers, between
them and the local people, than between teacher and community,
especially in the case of expatriate teachers.

Needless to say, that students must be given full scope to partici-
pate in the planning.nd administration of such projects. These
form part of the learning environment provided by the.school. For a
more thorough treatment of this subject, the reader is referred to
Chapter 5 of this paper. For school management, which is the subject
discussed here, an important spin-off of community projects consists
of improved staff-student relationships. In Chapter 1 these rela-
tionships have been described as those between doiinator-dominated,
or even oppressor-oppressed. On that basis no joint community action
is possible. Conversely, by engaging in such action, both teacher
and student, consciously or sub-consciously, dissociate themselves
from the traditional pattern and learh to respect, each other as
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human beings. In that new situation, both are learning from their

.joint-experience, from the local community, and from each other.

Joint. community action thus becomes a powder keg under the system

of "banking education". This is vividly illustrated by a brief look

at socalled "discipline problems".Znder "banking education"
discipline problems are associated with a refusal on the part of the

students to,obey.the school rules, and/or the staff who made those

rules. The first answer by the powers that be, is usually the impo-

sition of sanctions. "Discipline" is assumed to have returned if

the culprits comply with punitive measures and therefore conform

to the "system". Until the next eruption..

Alternatively, discipline.may get out of hand completely, punish-

ment is sabotaged:, classes are boycotted, and stones start flying.

dhichever is the case, in such situations of cridis, it is often

those teachers and students who participate in social action of one

kind of another, who play a mediating role in the conflict. It is

not their discipline which is crumbling, but an'alien4 system; Their

own principle is a kind of self-discipline based on mutual respect
and understanding. It is a superior kind of discipline, which cannot

be enforced by regulations and sanctions. Although community-centred
activities are but a partial answer in the quest for a new type of

school, there can be no doubt that the committees initiating such ac-

tivities provide a great training ground for practising partiCipation

and fo stering understanding betweuit staff and students. These more

human relationships have a spill-over effect on all other aspects of

school life, including schoolmanagement and classroom management.

f. Towards participator democracy at school.
(i) Let us not be too idyllic about 'participatory school'. Most societies

would not tolerate it in their midst. In the centuries-long debate

on the role of education in society, most writers have argued that

school cannot spearhead social change. Rather, education is an instru-

ment through which the existing society is preserved and perpetuated.

And true enough, school reacts very slowly to changes in society.

There'are:and have been many experimental schools the world over, pro-

viding socialist, anti - authoritarian, progressive or liberal education'

for their students, but these schools have remained experiments in 'A;

the fringe of society. Their impact on entire school systems has as

yet been small. Initiators of such experimental schools have remained

sub-innovators of a sort (see 2.1, p.12).,Thei± work will come to

full fruition when society at large will give a greater place to par-

ticipation and self-determination in other spheres of,life at local.

and regional levels.
.

It follows that the growth of participatory processes at school has

the best chances in 4 society which itself can be se,n to be moving

towards greater participation. liducational innovation is then part

of the more complex innovative proCesses within society at large.

If that is the case, education could perhaps fulfil a spearhead func-

tion and prepare learners for tomorrow's world instead of yesterday's,

Another reason why participation is not making much headway in

schools, is because its nature and function are misunderstood: Those

'opposing participatory practices often .eqUate participation with

self-management of a'community by the member's of that community.

This conception of self-managetent is then translated for the school-

situation, after which these opponents of participation,conolup,

7
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that most students are too lazy, selfish, incompetent, etc.petc., to

shoulder the heavy responsibilities of thie /revolutionary/ system.

And many headmasters would say the same about some of their staff, It

is unfair to stretch the concept of participation so as to confuse it

with the much more 'demanding concept of self- management.
A further remizrk on the nature of participation must be Oiade; Participa-

tion often appeals only to the minority of people who already possess
skills of communication and interaction, and who already have an insight

in the subject about which decisions must be taken. Hence, if not Noper-
ly introduced, participatory processes can fo ster elitism insteaC:blimi-

nsting it. The educated people, the socially mobilet the leadeis of the

community, and similar privileged people are the first to. familiarize

themselves with the practice of participation.
So in order to bridge the,gap between the leadeis and the led, between'

the haves and the have-nots, betwe...nteachers.and students, psrticipa=

tion should be seen as a means rather than an end, Participatory process-

es are the instruments, the teaching and learning methods, by which

people are both encouraged and-enabled to.better realize their potentials'

as a community and as individuala.

kbt the'sChool, .and.espeCially for the Staff, the challenge no* is to

go beyond representative democracy and the introduction of new or pns
pt the school level, as discussed under d. and e. The challenge I% to

make each student,' each teacher, each auxiliary member of staff, feel

responsible in one way or another for what goes on at school in the

academic, extra-curricular and boarding fields. This itself is a big

pedagogical task, just as demanding, if not more, as the formal teaching

of subject material prescribed by the various syllabuses. Fortunately,
participation does not have to be created in a vacuum. If measures such

as discusbed under a. to e. have been introduced, then these form natu-

ral stepping stones to greater participation and awareness. There are

no general recipes here. The prescription of ,participation from above

would defeat the-essence of the process. This is not to say that the

;central administration hasno task here! The ministry o± education would

in consultation with the education profession, decide-on the general

,framework within which the development towards participation should be

realized.
At the same time we must learn to accept that 'each Schbol within 'agreed

limits should have its own movement towards participation j decided on

by teachers and pupils of that partidular school. Headquaters, teacher'

organisations, the association of Heads of Schools, the University's

institute of educationj etcetera, are resource centres, providing inforw

mation, encourAgepent.and guidance, and co-ordinating the Overall-devel-

opment. The phase discussed here, cbm then be summed up as follows;

1. the ministry of education would set the scene for participatory

democracy at_school by providing an overall framework. .

2. within that framework, individual schools would be given sufficient

latitude to establish their own position within the general movement,

and to take specific steps, dependent on the quality and confidence

`ot'staff and student leadership, know-how, school climate.

3. Various central institutions, including the ministry itself would

function as resource centres, coordinating communication, providing'

vacation courses, adapting teacher training courses, providing advice

and encouragement. These are relatively routine approaches, which

should now also be used to support the movement towards participatory

democracy in schools.

(ii)Participation, the Curriculum and National TeveloPment.
.In thin chapter on school. managemen't neither the function of the Curri-

culum nor the explicit and implied objectives of the formal education
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system, nor the objectives of national development have been disoussed,

In fact however, the reform of school management cannot be divorced from

curriculum development. And both are dependent on the seriousness with

which a government meets the fundamental issues outlined under 2.4.4

( the environment of the education system; main issues). There is little

.point in transferring to teachers, students parents and the local and

regional community, and the lower party organs, responsibility for run-

ning a schodlv if that school does not through its programmes, curriculum,

produotive activities and skill transfer respond to local socio-economic

development needs.
School management reform and the overhaUl of curricula are thus mple-

mentary movements within the wider struggle for political and socio-eco-

nomic 3iberation. 'Unlike as in the case for the achievement of political

independence, or the nationalization of foreign-owned industriest-thare

are fewer models for the drasti educational' reforms needed. A country

attaining political independence,-or wishing to nationalize foreign inte-

rests, .earn from the experience with_these _developments gained elsewhere,
experienbe, which is available in abundance, and of a wide variety. In edu-
cation, in contrast, few countries have cs yet dared to introduce-drastic

'departures from the past. The Kenyan:qHarambee'schoole", Botswana's

"brigade system", and similar experiments in Latin America and .Asia are

important innovative practices, but to a. large extent they take place

alongside the futher development of formal "banking" education. The near-

est to fulfilling a model function come those countries in which educa-

tional reform is part of the wider political revolution, suchas Cuba,

Tanzania and especially the People's Republic of China. Tho succes of

their educational reforms is directly linked to the,advances made in the

political, economic and social spheres. The educational innovations in

theae countries are gaining increasing recognition as models for other

third world countries. They deriVe their appeal only partly from their

apparent success, but perhaps even more from their point of departure:

Cuba, Tanzania ,and China suffered from the same "banking ,system" of edu-

cation(described in section, 1.2), as do all other countries in*the world.

4. Some notes on class,-rodm management.

4.1 Introductory remarks.
Class-room management as a,Well defined system of universally applicable

methods of organizing teaching and learning activities does not exist;

The variety in contexts and in methods used simply is too great. This is

the general impression one gets when surveying the'wide literature on

pedagogy, teaching methods, school reform, didactic experiments, prb-

gressive schools, and so on. However, when taking "banking-education!'

(see ch.1). as the p6int of departure, the subject looses much of its

pluriformity. Class-room management under the conditions that prevail

in presentdayformal education is a depressingly mOnOlythic body of

knowledge, skills and techniques. Team teaching, group 'learning, open

schools, discovery learning, project work, social enquiry, self-pacing,

continuoUsand self-assessment, etcetera, -take on the character of de-

viations from established routines; experiments in the margin, approa-

ches filuitaUle for non-fOrma education. Teachers the whole world over

are being accused of encouraging rota-learning, memory work, campetf-

. tion, individualism, exam-consciousness.; and so on. In the process

we are being blamed for killing initiative, resourcefulness, creativity,

cooperative approaches to problem solving, group solidarity and self-

reliance.
Even educational researchers, who buppds'aly belong to the same profes-

sional field as teachers,-are knownto be critical of what goes on'in the

school. often they regard teacher's as the custodians of the status quo,

<7*
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and saboteurs of educational innovation. This view appears to be
-supported by a number of facts, such as:

research into teacher attitudes towards innovation;
newly trained teachers usually receive little support to piactise

new approaches and methods ('Forget your training,' this is how

we do things here' );
- teachers' unwillingness to open 'their' scho4,to 'inquisitive'
research workers and parents of their pupiis.)'.

Frog my own experience as a teacher, I am inclined to agree with
these and similar generalizations about the teaching profession.
At the same time, the criticism of much o what teachers do to chil-
dren would remain superficial if it is not placed in a Wider social
framework. For cent-Pries the role of education has been to introduce
and to adapt the young to the existing society, to pass on the domi-
nant,values of societx, and to teach thole basic skills which would
facilitate the absorption of the young into the economic life of
society. That is to say, educatipn is shaped by society, rather than
that society is shaped'by eduCation. In the words of Heinz Enlau,
who wrote a stimulating paper on the subject, "I think we have to
think of politics, broadly. conceived as includingl)oth government
and societal happenings, Els4he independent variable and of education
as the dependent variable".J

'Banking education' (see section 1.2) and the authoritarian system
of school management (see sections 3.1 and 3.2) were not invented

by the teaching profession alone.. Rather, they have,been developed

over time as means by which society initiates .young people to their

place in social and productive processes.
In capitalist societies especially,educational attainment and level

of schooling are largely determined by one's social class position.

Working class children grow up to become tomorrow's working class.
Obedience, unquestioningly carrying out of orders, one-way respect

for authority, abience of real participation are some of the values

and factors prevailing in their future places of work in factory,

company, department and farm. Edudation has developed so as to pre-

condition them to accept this lowly life. Higher levels of education

experimental schools, liberal education, stress on creativity and

initiative, etcetera, are to a large extent the prerogative of the

higher and middle classes.53

The relationship' between education and society ihdiqated above is

not always recognised as such by the teachers themselves. Large scale

teacher training and increased professionalization have turned tea-

ching into a typical middle class occupation with its own values and

attitudes, tot unlike those of the civil servants (see section 1.3.2

and note 7). Parallel with this process, the education profession

has developed its own educational objectives. These are' related to

the teacher90 class position and are partly in conflict with the

actual processes of socialization and selection in aid of maintain-

ing the existing, stratified society. The conflict is particularly

pronounced in the area of. non-cognitive objeciives. Most teachers

will say that non - academic sbjectives are far.more important than

passing examinations. The development of character, reliability,

independent thinking, creativity, leadership capabilities, social

skills, inquisitiveness, moral integrity, appreciatiOn of beauty are

some of the oft-quoted non - academia objectives of the formal educar.4

tion system. Yet,,,while intricate examination ilystems,have been

'
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designed to test the extent.to
(q)
tleh academic objectives have been .

reached, little or no procedures. exist to check whether the other'
,objectives are being attained. In,fact,"the.few studies that have
been carried out, all point to the fact that the non-academic objec-
tives are lofty ideals which are not being attained, or even worse
which are not really strived after by the teaching profession. In
1973, UNESCO devoted a large part of the third issue or its Interna-
tional Review of Education to the subject, and, the general feelin
with which one is left is one ofdepession.54 In his wide-ranging
survey of several dozen studies devoted to the attainment of non-
academic objectives (mainly in various western countries),, John Raven
concludes that:
-,"(,...) it is unlikely that teachers can expect'to achieve theiir
goals in the realm of character development (,...)"

- " not only do schools and universities very often fail to achieve
their objectives in this area, but that they have actual negative
effects" (....)

- ".these .findings-would7,seem to -leave the,erd4cationai system widi3

open to the charge of being primarily a system of restrictive
practices".55

Raven then calls on educationists to develop courses aimed at deve-
loping real human resource capacities such the ability to cope

with today's phxsical and'social problems.5° Raven, Kratwohl and
De Landsheere 51 do not write from a socialist perspective. Their
non - academic, educational objectives run largely parallel to the
ideals of european liberal education. Although there is an overlap
with the goals expressed in the writings of Kaunda and:Nyerere, one
misses in their work the stress on communal values, collective
effort, and political,eonsciousness. The work of Raven and the ethers

contain various references to the influence of society on education
as a dependent,variable. For a socialist, these references would

point to the need of social reform or a socialist revolution in

society itself. Ironically, the 'solutions proposed by the writers

are in the form of exhorbations to teachers, parents and educational

researchers to devote more time and.energY to educational reform.

However, in the developing countries, the
by

is growing

that educational reform must be Preceded by a social revolution.

This is the order of events in countries sftch as Cuba, Vorth Korea,

China, Tanzania, and more recently Guinea-Bissao and Mozambique.
If educationists are impressed by the educational reforms in these

countries and, want to learn from them, then they should,firstbe
prepared to learn from these countries' wider soeio-political and

economic revolutions. After all, educational thinking and educational

objectives in the countries mentioned are to a large extent derived

from their socialist ideology.

The foregeing introductory'. remarks are m t as a cautionaraiknote

:before taciging the subject of class-room anagement. What,Appens

in the class-room islargely determined by outside forces. The-

teacher has some freedom, but not much,in making changes in the

ways he conducts, .and is expected to conduct, work in class.

The remarks made,on-conditions for the democratization of school

management generally, see section 3.2.3.4 f.,' equally apply.to..the

sub-system of class -rooni management.

-- -
that is, Kratwohl' 'and De Landsheere's work.

4
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4.2 The reform of class-room management
4.2.1 A thorough treatment of class-room management might, consist of

the following steps:
analysis of the presentsystem v

- formulation of new objectives based on African socialist / Zam-

.bian humanist thinking
- outlining possible strategies to achieve the new objectives

- planning and implementation p2' 'innovation.

I.e. a similar procedure apthat followed in chapter 3 for school

management.lowever, space in this paper does not permit this pro-

cedure. Imitead only some general remarks will be. made.

4.2.2 Point of Departure: Zambia

The point of departure in the following sections will be'the situ-

ation in Zambia. That means that the extent to which the observations

apply to other countries will vary. Even within*Zaubia, the conditions

prevailing in school vary fra4 school to school, .and from clasp-

'room to class-room within one and the sable school. These remarks

then qualify the following generalizations on how the socio - political

system impinges on the,.teacherst managemnnt-prodedures.in class.

a. Zambia is one of a minority of developing countries that have
developed their owl ideology. See section 1.3.4.1. 'Nis is an

esdential, thougillby no means Sufficient, precondition if a coun-

try is to develop towards self- relie, participatory democracy

and distribution of power, wealth,.44rW4nowledge.
b. Thisideology, although 'in a state of development itself, has

been presented by president Kaunda in sufficient detail so as to

basa.educatiorial reforms on it.See section 1.3.4.2.

c. The real,impact of Zambian Humanism on actual political, economic
social and cultural development is, and is likely td remain, a

'matter oT much debate. While Zambia has gone much further in

institutionaliiing'its version of African socialism than many

othercountries have, post-independence development at the same

time has seen the.emergence Of an increasingly powerful middle-

class, which:obstructs further of humanist objet -,

tives.58 I implementation

d. In education the institutionalization of Zambian Humanism hap not

yet begun. Dosoite elear wishes of the President (see cuotes

50,10,13,17,19,21 in section 1.3.4.2), the secondary school

system has virtually remained a copy of the British education

,system ag daltioped for capitalist' conditions in Europe. Locally

conducted research into.teacherst attitudes, objectives, condi-

tions of work, etc.does not refer to the need to reshape educa-

tion, bpI operates within a western educational frame of refe-

rence. )72 4°U

e. The secondary education,system is generally seen as an instru-

ment for manpower planning. 61

4.2.3 ITnpute for the reform of class-room management.
The following inputs, some of them inducing others constraining

the reform 8f clps-room management, can now be distinguished.

a. ideological desirability.
Teachers' intending to introduce participatory and communal,

approacheb to class-room management need to be' fully conversant

with the policy statements of President Kaunda and the United

' National Independence Party Thede policy statements provide

soie of the justifications for change,` and serve as a point of

reference for individual teachers .or small groups 'of teachers.
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,b. Experience with democratizatioridf schools, socialist reforms,

liberal education,' etc., elsewhere in ;the world.

The institUtiOnalization'ofZambian Hamanism in industry; has

been started at a faster pace'than in eavation: I is interesting

to note that t )ie Zambian leadership has been keen to learn from

developments in other parts of the world. Some examples:

(1) Nationalization of basic indlistries has been a well-known socia-

list principle:fOr years.
,(ii)Prior to the introduction of worker participation in industry'

under the new industrial relationd act, extensive studies have

been made of the bysteid of worker partitipation in Yugosldvia

and West-Germany.
(iii) The present emphasis on UNIP oommittees in industries and

corporations appears to be fashioned on the Chinese experience

of Organised Party involvement in economic production.

,A,similar process of cross-cultural fertilization in education will

have a beneficial effect on educational reforzs, and would lessen

the dependence on the British system. And indeed, the growing

,group of non - British expatriate teachers, in Zambia (from Ceylon,

the Scandinayian countries, Russia, holland, and other countries

still) represent a reservoir of experience that could be put to

much greater use. The diversification ofrecruitment channels is

a deliberate policy of'the Zambian government. Teachers from these

countries should therefore feel encouraged to playan active part

in changing:the British system at the level of the local schopl.

Equally important: all teachers at school need to be prepared to

learn from their colleagues in countries such as Tanzania, Peoples'

China and Cuba, which have been independent a bit longer than Zambia

and made real progress in the reform of "banking education".

c. Structural inputs supporting' changes in classwroom management are:

i) the Curriculum DEvelopment Centre, Lusaka
ii) the inspectorate of the Ministry of Education

iii) the professional teacher associations which now exist for

virtually all school subjects
(iv) the Zambian National Union Of TeaOherd'(ZNUT), which e.g.

has its own curriculum committees composed of teacher - members.

(v) the School of Education, University of Zambia.

4
Although the activities of these organizationg are not all,that

radical, and cannot be until the time that some basic decisions

are made at the policy level, their iniportance should not be under-

estimatec4eIndividual ,teachers and groups of teachers wanting to

change the climate of class-roommanagement-resulting from "banking,

education";, will*find support from the'staff of the nd med organs.

(Unfortunately the teacher, profesbional organisations, and the

curriculum committees of the ZNUT have up ta now had to work without

full-time.staff, and depend on the voluntary labour of members).

Teachers should be (made) conversant with the kind of support they

can receive from these 'structural inputs for change'. Moreover,

activq teacher participation in the work of these institutions

and organisations not only benefits the teacher'in his class work,

but also ensures that innovations are planned with the real condi,-

tions,of secondary schools in mind.
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c. System inertia.
Under this heading, can be grouped together all :tputs of. the.

......systemof'class-room management that obstruct effective charm.
Su...h inputs are: teacher resistance to change, pupil expectations
about teaching methods, lack of motivated personnel,absence.of
relevant information, shortage of funds, established and !proven!
'ways of doing things, the rigid foreign controlled exam - system,
inadequate facilities for teacher re-training,-eteetera.

4.2.3 Checklist
THe sections 4.g.4 to 4.2.6provide checklists of idea6 that
teachers, by themselves, but preferably in, groups at each school,
might try out in their classes. They are incomplete, and inventive
teachers will be able to add many more items to thelist.
Most of them have in one form or another been tried out suoces-
fully by the writer and/or his colleagues at Munali Secondary
School, Lusaka, The lists present approaches to clase-rOom manage.-
ment under present-day conditions. To critics they may-appear.as
a far cry from the drastic changes needed to turn secondary educa-
tionito a better instrument of development. I present them here as
a series of relatively, simple measures to help teachers bridge the
gap between !banking educ,tiont and a truly liberatory education
system. The checklists then do not give THE answer. Rather, they
provide some of the beginnings to some answers. The checklists
follow the division of class-room management into the functions
of planning, organization, control and communication, as discussed
in chapter 3, sections 3.1 and 3.2.1 (see fig. 12).

4.2.4 the _planning ofel:ass-room management
a.Define/improve/streamline existing planning system.

(oruart stJction 5.2.3.4.paragraph b. on school management generally).
- does each teacher have a copy of the examination syllablls for his

subject?
- are schemes.of work per, subject and er Form (Class) available?
- are teachers required to make brief l ston plans and/or keep

"a record of work done for each
- are subject department meetings
work and discuss progress?
are stocksts of textbooks and
nenorderil placed" well in time?
points, etc.).
are tests set regularly?

lesson.
held regularly to coordinate

equipment kept up to date? Are
(Exercise books, chalk, ball-

1

- ..are tests prepared thoughtfully, with questions covering a variety
of learning objectives (e;g. recognition and recall of facts,
application of facts, problem solving, creative thinking.

-.etcetera.

b.Inzrease the level and the amount of cooperation and participation
of*teachers already grouped in subject departments(e.g. civics
department, agricultural science department, mathematics department).
-.share the jobs mentioned under a. among all teachers involved.
- enable teachers to occasionally watch each other's lesso s

(e.g. one !free! period per Month).
- invite a colleague to teach one or two lessons in your class,(
on 4 subject he likes to teach.

- .teachers teaching parallel streams should plan courses togethoi,

exchange tests. etc.
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-"discuss objectives of.syllabli,"teaohing methods, marking pro ...

.cedures, with a viej, to avoid, !banking education', rote learning)
etc. N '

.4e

.:- discuss classrAom procedures and teaching methods with a view

to maximize student participation. (see the list under 4..24 d).

'

.

c. Increase inter-departmental cooperation:

- the need. for teachers of different subjects to get together and
,discuss each others' problets, as well as the subject matter they
expect 'the other side! to have covered by a given time, has been

stressed,for many years, not least by the inspectorate and the
various teachers' organisations.. When subject matter fop different
disciplines is defined in separate syllabuses, there will always
be the tendency to follow the one.prgicribed syllabis without

bothering to much about what colleagues in other departments
are doing. This leads to friction, e.g. when the scienoe teacher

uses mathematical formulae not yet covered by his maths colle-

gues. This point of cOordination,purely from the point orview of
efficient planning, theFeforeneeds to be stressed aver and over
again. Inter-departmental co-operation can, and should, go much
further than that, as will become clear from the points that follow.

note making to replace note taking.
- studs/Its! insistence on being given'inotes! by:the teacher is wide-

spread in Zambia, and indeed all over Africa. This insistence
is partly justified by the rapid turnover of staff, unsuitable text-

books and sometimes absence of any texts whatsoever. As a result,:

teachersspench.much time dictating subjec'matter, writing notes
on the.blackboard for copying and,.if money all6Ws., preparing

duplicate4 handouts,,Of these three, the last is the least dama-
ging, as the handouts can easily be integrated in 'a meaningful

approach to teaching and-learning. Nevertheless, students' insis-

tence on notes does form one of the main pillars of 'rote learning!

and 'banking education!,
'

So teachers should enable students to make peir*Owri notes,
summaries, checklists, test questions etcetera, on the subject

matter learnt, as part of the process of learning (and teaching).

For the individual teacher, the introd4ction of note making

without theco-operation of colleagues is bound to Sail. The

best way is to make it a routine either of a subject department

or of a group of teachers teaohing one particular class, dig;

the entire form I or form -III intake:(ive. start with the new

arrivals in the lower secondary nr upper secondary sch6o1).

Assessment of students! knowledge and skills should now be widened

to include the, skilLof making notes, summaries, etc. A marking

scheme could be worked out in consultation with the language

depatment.

- many secondarY'echoole have developed their own orientation pro-

grammes for the new form I classes at the beginning og 'the school

year. The emphasis is on the,acquiSition of various language

and communication skills. A 'note making project' as described

earlier, could easily develop from, such an orientation course.

There are other ways in which such inter-departmental co-opera-

tion can be followed ups project education, team teaching, and

,various fOrms.of group work. Pre-requisited on the teachers'
part are: (i) the will and motivation to depart, in a modest way

from conventional class-room teaching by occasionally, e;g. twice

a year work out a joint inter - departmental project.

(ii) the availability of some reference terial in the form of
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, lipoks:And subscriptiens to a number of relevant teachersf journals.
These aan'either be acquired for the school's staff library (if it
.exists) of by individual teachers.
Another useful advice is to Jkeep it small'. It is better to gain
experience with a simple and short subject than to fail because the
firsts attempts have .been too qmbitious.

- Simple forms Of team teaching .and project education should not only
be 4sed to 'improve the'learnine.from books egad prescribed sylli)bus
material. An effort should ba,made'to-make the students! own environ,
ment the subject Of study. How this can be done should be left to
the teachers co-operating in such a joint exercise, whereby students
must 'be given as much ,latitude as possible to participate. Fodal
points that lead themdelves readillr to project work are of course
the school fart, the daily newspaper (.even if it arrivewa week
2atel),. and rural life in the school's region.

- Teachers would do Well to discuss the contribution of such projects
tothe intellectual, social, political and emotional development
of the pupils. This disoussion-should be on the agenda" tight
from the start. Otherwise the danger exists to concentrate -too much
on intellectual achievement.

4.2.5 The organisation of class-room management.
a Introduction.
The previous section was devoted theep lanning of class-root manage-
ment, especially those aspects which called for joint effort's bye

teachers, and for socially.desikable approaches. Little attention
was paid to class-lroom management as exercised by the individual
teacher. How should he or she direct learning in classP What kind
of working relationship should be established? Which procedures should
be.established for teachings reaming, testing, marking, the setting
of homework and other assignments,' etc. Some of these questions

will be dealt with.in this sectiOn. Of special importance are prac-
tices which are relevant in the context .of African Socialism and

Zambian Humanism. It is equally importadt to signalize which routines

act as barriers to socialist/humanist approaches. .

Inbrandlnew'Schoola in socialist countries such as Guinea-Bissao,
Cuba, North Korea, itis possible to develop socialist-ways of

class-ro6m management. Whis is stimulated-by the educational.infra-
structure, and by the community's participation in the running of

schools. In most African countries, the starting position is quite

different, with a more pronounced, reliance on .',,Banking Education'.

This in itself is a limiting factor. 'A more important inhibition

in many countries is the absence of policy-based guide lined issued

by,the educational administrators. In Tanzania and Mozambique, both

educational policy and accompagnjligguide lines exist. In Zambia,

policy pronouncements exist (see section 1.3.4.2), but planning

ands implementation are still awaited. In other countries, various'

for of community or self -keep schools spring up'besides the formal

education system, embodying at least some of the ideals of parti-

cipation and social relevance: Iriother countries still,,IBanking

-Edu4tion' almost reigns supremely..Sos again, no(reciped can be

given.These should be evolved by progressive teachers and educe-

-tars for their own situation, and'with as much consultation and

participation by the community:
4
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The hints that follow have been written with the Zambian situation

in mind, and with the aim to contribute a little to the discussion

on the subject.

b.Starting tosition. . '''

The effectiveness of class-room management in Zambia is largely

measured in terns of the. exam results. obtained by Cteacher!s'stu-

dents. Schools with a high pass rapin the" Briti controlledtCambridge School Certificate Examinations are prised in public,

while those with low pasi rates are sometimes rebuked. Within in-

dividual schools, an intricate system of 'management for exam re-

sults' has been developed. In some it operates like a well-oiled

machinevOther schools are less 'succesful, and are advised to tighten

discipline and do.better. 'Management for exam results' oan be sum- ._

med up in a number of key procedures to be followed by .the indivi-

dual teacher. I do.recognise that,the following listing is a cari-

cature of what the upbringing of young people is all about. But I

do not think it is a caricature of what actually.happens in schools.

Granted, _much good can be said (If some, butnot all, extra-curri-

cular activities (see ch.5), but these remain 'extras': -by and

large it is the results that count.

Management for exam results:
- translate the British examination' syllabus int a !teaching syl-

labus! or !scheme of work'. This scheme of work must be carried

out ''vii schedule!, lest the class !gets behind!.

- for each lesson, draw up a short lesson plan.

keep .note af the'work covered.
regUlarly test classes on the !knowledge gained' by setting weekly

monthly,.half-termly, and end-of-term tests to individual' students.

- students should complete tests and exams individually. Helping -,

efch other is penalized by loss of marks. Students handing in iden-

tical hoieworkassignments are more often accused of cheating than

praised for co-:operative effort. Group assignments are rare:

- A students work is marked mit against his/her Own ability, but

against his/her colleagues' efforts. , .

- at send of term, each teaches.' is to compute average marks per stu- '

dent per subject, and the 'position! of students relative to their

fellows' position. (the pupil with top.marks has position one,'

the 'next best' position two, and so on).

- end of term mark schedules, showing name, mark and position, are

posted on class-room notice boards. .

discovery learning, enrichment Material, etc. are by and large

't6 prerogative of the,brighter stlInts orclasses,,as it is here

`that they can be incorporated without upsetting the !scheme of

mrkl. The socalled duller classes are condemned to_rbtelearning.

- those failing in the rat-race to the top (e.g. aboUt 80%'of pri

mary School. leavers, and roughly half of those sitting for;the_

, secondary school-leaving exams), are commonly referred to ae

!dhp*outs'.
- at the end of the year, non -exam classes sit for end-of-year

exams. Exam classes take 'mock examsclarior totheir.last term

at school.
- the last term of examination claSses is preferab ly devoted to

review and memorization of textbooks and notes, and to the:freal

life' training using past examination papers.,

A
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,c. Pre-conditiohe for innovation.
In section d., a checklist' of recommended changes in the class-
room management of individual teachers will be given% Before
reaching that list, it should be realized that the proposed depar-
ture from 'Banking Education' have the best chanbe of success
when a number of pre-conditions are satisfied. In'the absence of
such requirements, departures fort existing practice will be extre-
mely hard to introdube..

Some of these pre-conditions are:
- teachers and students need to have established a sound relation-
ship of mutual respect. -

- the teaoher must be willing to learn from the students (e:g. by
.inviting suggestions on teaching methods, on Marking procedures,
on the term's programme).

- while the teacher may be critical of the present curriculum and
examinations, he/she must be-cogifte4, and known to be committed,

. to train students to the best of his /her' ability within the present
system.

- innovations (e.g. group assignments, project work) should not be
intrOduCed as new approaches to further social objectives, but as
measures also aimed at improved learning and better performance

.

in exams, in addition to fostering social goals.
- the critical teacher should be-aware that many colleagues share
'his/her criticism of the present dystei of 'banking education',
as do many others in the educational establishment. His/her criti-
cism should be constructive and directed at the right bodies, i.e.
the staff meeting:, thd teachers' union (ZNUT), teachers! subject
associations, the inspectoyate, the curriculum development centre
and related bodies. There are also the channels through which inno-
vations introduced by the individual' eacher or wchool must be ' 1:

brought to the attention pf thel.prffestion

d. Recommended changes: a first checklist.
(Note: I do not for a moment suggest that thesq recommendations
would apply to all teachers in ail schools. Some items are of a
purely commonsense Lature And are being practised by many teachers
as.part of their routine. What I do hope is that some of the fol-
lowing Suggestions may be of some help.tolsome teachers. Sbpondly
I hope that cblIeagues. will feel challenged to improve and extend
the list by/ adding their own experiences.).

,

- A teacher should see to it that all hie/her_students have a copy
Of the examination syllabus.

th4 beginning of each term, the teacher should discuss the term's'
programme with each claSs. In senior classes the programme should
be in the form of proposals to which students may add their own,
In cases where the teacher has a choice regarding-the division of
a number-of topics over a number of lessons, students should parti-
cipate in making the choice. Thep,aim of making the term's programme
subject of discussion, is to encoutage students to feel responsible
for this programme as theirs, and not theteabter%s.

- Other choices. In the course of preparing and teaching lessons,
teachers lakea multitude of decisions, consciously and subconscious-
ly. These ohoices concern method (e.g. "chalk and talk', demonstra-
tion by the teacher, practical by the students, tread and report!
'assignment, work cards, rold play plus discussion, written exercises
etc.), student activity, selection of homework; setting of tests
(today or next week), etc. The earlier students participate in ma-
king these choices, the better.
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tests.mUst not be lased for the sole purpose of, obtaining percentage_
marks'or individual studeAts, not for grading students from 'best'
tb tworst'.SOme*.tmeasures help to depart from this practice; such ail:

+ use a test to gage teacher effectiveness, and to .pinpoint topics

the teacher'didn't get across well. Such teats should be, followed
. .

by a session devoted to the topics cOnvined,.
+ Give marks that are related to both effort and the number of

.

correct=responses.
, .,

+ Set and mark group assignments, giving'e-aCh 'individual the mark

obtained by,his/her group,
+ If possible refrain from calculating (positions in class'.

+ Use tests as a teaching device: start a lesson by setting a
short multiple-choice test, responses to be recorded by placing
ticks on astandard resionse, form; mark the 4 test as students

10.come forward to hand in their answer sheet, sing a pre-cut
masking sheet; let students correct their faulty responses; end
the lesson.by a class-room discussion on the most difficult
items- (especially'effective,-in maths a?d the' ddiences).

- develop materials for the efficient assimilation f factual subject,
matter, such as: + review notes with simple, exercises or questions

+ a teacher- or department-made 'databank' with
multiple- choice questiOns arranged by syllabus
topic, and each question typed or written on a
separate card. , -

,

+ use programmed learning, for selected topics., The

potential for a selective use of programmed,
learning and intermediate educational technology
has remained virtually untapped. For reports
on my own work in this area, while teaching at
MUnali secondary school, see the notes. 62

+ incorporate a revision schedule in the scheme

of work for each class.

- increase student responsibility in class by: arranging for them to/

help fellow stud zits and to share in the marking of tests and

homework.
4

The foregoing items can be applied to improve the traditional

\e
teacher/class relationships, as well as mak learning lioth i're

interesting and effective. The next set of i ms may help to put
ideals of co-operation and joint effort into practice.
regroup the desks in the ,class-room. Instead of 40 single desks

arranged in five rows of eight desks each, let students work in

pairs, in threes or in fours by making work units out of two or

more desks.
regularly, set group assignments
try out setting different assignments to different groups,,and let

each group report back to the class.
- increase the blackboard space in the class-room to facilitate

group reporting of findings. The same applies to pinboards for

self-produced and other posters, newspaper cuttingstowrite-ups, etc.

when working with gitups, let students evaluate the work of their

fellows.
good written work from. groups or individuals should be incorporated

in the notes handed to other students (e.g. next year's classes).

techniques such as role play, panel discussion, debate should be

utilized regularly in those subjects that lend themselves to this

treatment. Once a teacher is on the look-out for such opportunities
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he will find them' in abundance, regardless pf'hisleaching.silbject.
.

- In all this work, which is heavily dependent on increased student.
-interaction, with the teacher in the role of'coungellor, students
should share in evaluating the work of'thein fello!s.

, ,, ;
..Next some notes on resources. f

- With the shortage ofgood local textbooks, a teacher would do well
todivelop leis own little 'resource centre' of clipping:pp:pamphlets.,
booklets, magazines. This 'data bank' can be kept in acupboard,
on a shelf or even in an oldsuitcase. A resource centre organised
on a subject department base may be even better..

. ,

- Clippings are .bekt preserved by glueing them on standard size paper s
or thin cards. Sheets of 25 cm. by 38 cm.- can be stored tn.standard.
metal drawers (expensive) or in stroxfg cardboard boxes.

- Students can Clay a part in collecting information by scanning news-
papers, writing'to ministries, the government printer, efo

- In order to make the information stored accessiblel'en
oalTy arranged card index of Oubjects, and where to filid information
on them, should be made. Alternatively, or'initially, teachers may
classify the material using the Dewey Decimal System (used in most
school libraries). and arrange the information in numerical coder.

- Teachers should subscribe to a newspaper and always have'the latest
copy,-even if 'it arrives s, week late, on their desk; Use rt as much
as possible for, examples, illustrations, subjects for.compobitiond,
comprehension exercises, arithmetic and statistics, etc. Relevant
articles must be out out and stored. This could be done by pairs of.

.

Students on a rota basis;
A helpful tool for teachers is'formed by job7-carA or work-sheets

- on selected topic's. The time spent on preparing.anff revisin# them
is well spent: once a series of cads is reaayOhe 'set can be
used withitut much .further preparation, by parallel classes, and
again in rater ears. Ile Use of work sheets should be'combined
with group work. This also cuta the number Of required card:B..1%as
only.one card is needed far every two to four: students, plms a few
extra to.facilitate the rotation.ofjobs,(i.e.)exercises, experi-
ments, assignments).

- Whenever possible, make use Of 'information, data gathered by clubs.
and 'societies such as Young FarmersiClubs, Geography Clubs, Literacy .

etc and/or ask them to investigate relevant questions.
.

e. Time.
Queation: Where do- teachers findthe'time to ,put some. of these
ideas into practice' ?.

Answer: by arranging routine w ork as efficiettlyas possible
(see first batch'of items in, this checklist), by rerusing materials,
and tests for parallel or next year's classes,, by exchankirig
self-made teaching kits, job-cards, etc, with colleagues, bar-gradu-
ally, as time permits, developing standard approaches to an in- .

creasin number of topics, by continually refreshing the mind
throUgh attending.colleagues' lessons, reading teacherst,periodicals
attending holiday- conferences, and lest but not least+ brencoura-
ging active participation by sty:dente.

e
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5. Extra - curricular activities and local development. ,

5.1 Extra- curricular activities as an aspect-system of the school System.

511.1. Elements .6f the extra-curricular sYstem..
In paragraph 3.2.1, the .extra- curricular activities were 'identified,

as an important aspect of the secondary education system, 'besides
the 'academie and 'boarding' aspect systems. In order to,come to
grips with the extra-mural activities and their various functions,
we need to survey this field, and bring some order in the multi-

tude of activities grouped together under'this title.

The planning of the extra-curricular system
O

The organization of the extra-curricular systOm

The control of the extra-curricular syStevi -

The communication.twithiniaboot the extra-curricular syitem

fig. 17: the management functions of the, extra-curricular
' aspect system. (compare fig. 12,paragraph

If we approach the subject from the point of view of school ad-
ministration, then a division into management functions, as pro-
posed in,paragraph 3.1 will prove useful, see fig. 17 above.
Generally speaking, an organized purposive approach 'to extra-
curricular activities is lacking. All four functions,,from planning
to communication, are, found wanting. There are various reasons

forthis, the main one.being the low priority attached to extra-
curricular activities, when compared to the academicrat-race
for examination results. This low priority makes itself felt in
many ways:
- lack of recognition of valuable projects
- lack of atten-49n by the educati6nal authorities
- lack of funds u}

- lack of manpower (e.g. teacher and student-hours)

- lack of interest
There are Of course individual schools where the situation is
much better. Unfortunately, nformation on such schools or on'
'well-planned activities is scarce, 9,nd circulated rather informally
among teachers in cyclostyled form. °4

,
On the whole therefore, extra-curricular activities will continue.
to take place in an atmosphere of hobbyism and do-goodism, unless
drastic changes are introduced.

a. Planning.
In the st majority of secondary schools, balanced planning of

the syst f extra-curricular. activities does not take place.

The num d the variety of such activities is almost entirely

depende t n the interest of individual staff members. As a result

the emph sis may be placed on certain types of activities, while
'others, e ly important ones, are neglected. E.g. too much 'sport

too little c munity service, or: too many social and cultural
activities, too little productive work. And yet, every school has

"..o, great deal ofvfreedom to plan its own extra-curricular activi-
ties so as to provide both recreation and a sound environment
for development-orienfed education.

;-
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Because no coherent planning exists,...little attention is being paid'
to the objectives of the 'school!s extra-curricular activities. 4s a
result eact- teacher' strives to attain his/her own:aims, sometimes
by manipulating the students. For an illuatration, let us look at
two contrasting ways by which &soccer matter may approach his work.
One approach is to aim for the best scores in the,inier-school
competition, first at, the local level (for the towns)Ohen,at district
level, next at provincial level, and possibly, "if we can make it";
at the national level.' To' attain this goal-, the teacher would rule.
the team with iron discipline, set up a. strict training programme
(.with punishment for late arrivals), select players, fix matches with-
other teame, arrange for referees anklinesmen., book*trambport
well in t#1e, publicize results, etc. When the teacher's contract
eras, he disappears and the level oT aCtivity.which depended on his
,energy. and driy,g, drops to an, all=time love.

Another soccer maser may have entirely different ideas. His aim is
to help students run their own socce /club. From this overall aim,
other, more specific objectives can be derived; such as: let stu-
dents.draft a club constitution with aims, activities, regulations,'
Membership and all that included. Have an elected committee, with
secretaries and/or sub=committees for various tasks (training,
arranging of matches, training for prospective referees, fundraising
etc.), Apart from the recreational and competitive aspects, the school
soccer club may thus function as a learning ground for a much wider
gromp of people: Apart from developing technical soccer skills, a
host of other skills can be practised, sucil'as organisational skills
(conducting meetings;-.arranging match programmes, raise.funds for
shirts, etc.) and administrative skills' (writing letters, making
telephone calls, typing training schedules, running A ndtioe board
etc.).

Planning as envisaged hefe, must include discussions and decisions
by staff and students on the aims of extra-curricular activities,
see paragraph 5.1.2. In addition, it will be necessary for each -

school to analyze its Present system. Once such an analysis has been
made, it and the statement of ,objectives can be put side-by side,
and planning, tailored to the school's varied resources, can start.
Por analysis, also see paragraph 5.1.3.

b. The organisation of extra-mural activities.
Extra-mural activities' can be grouped into six broad categories.
The categories are no watertight compartments, but they overlap.
E.g. a stamp collectors' club provides both recreation and cultural
development.
(i) recreation: sports, indoor games (table-tennis, nsolo4 chess,

draughts), scouting, library, etc.

(ii,) -cultural activities: drama club, debating society, photo-
graphic club, school choir, tchool newspaper, etc.,.

(iii) religious activities: student christian movement (SoM) and
similar youth movements, sunday services, bible
study, stpdeht-run sunday schools, etc.

(iv) school subjecsocieties: geography club, radio technology
club; young'scientists; history club, mathematics.
club, etc.
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*(/) social and. political development activities: most important,'
. but mostly lacking: "studerit participation in school mana-

gement; nett: activities'by clubs such as literacy clubs,
United Nations clubs, referee association, debating so-

.

ciety, young farmers' clubs, nUtrition clubs,, etc.,
(vi) productive work: school farm, young farmers' clubs, schaol-ini-

tiated co-operatives, building brigades, etc.

The organisation of activities, is usually in the hands of an elected
student committee, assisted by one on-more staff counsellors. The
way students handle their responsibility and the extent to which
staff members usurp power, differs from school to 'school, and from
club to club in the-Same school.
Little attention is paid to the overall organisation of extra-mural:
activities. As a minimum, schools keep a running Calender of planned
actiVities so as to avoidolaShds, coupled with a booking System for
central facilities (e.g. a football pitch, the school hall). When
extra-curricular activities blossom to the extent that the academic
programthe is thought to-suffer (e.g. through neglect of homework)
principal and staff may put a limit to the number of activities a
student can take part in (as happened at the school rworked at).
In most cases however, opportunities f9.;r extra-mural activities are
scarce, the scarcity being felt more acutely. at boarding schools than
at day.schools. To this should be added that activities are distri-
buted very unevenly over the six categories mentioned. The least .

attention is being paid to productive work, and to social and politi-
cal development activities.

c, The control of extra-mural'activities.
lhe word control, borrowed from'management
in section 3.1, stands for evaluation and,
action. When the evaluation of the overall
activities reveals serious gaps or errors,
rectify the situation. Control in this way
majority of schools.

literature and first used
if need be, corrective
system of xtra-mural
attempts can bd made to
is not exercised in the

d. Communication within and about the system of extra-mural activities.
Within many effectively run school clubs, communication flows fiTy
and frequently. It is a condition for well-run activities. The com-
munication channels are fairly traditional, i.e. hierarchical, as
illustrateroy fig. 14 of paragraph 3.2.1.1. But as soon as the
entire system of extra-mural activities is considered, communication
is as a rule, badly' organised, for reasons given above.

5.1.2 Towards new objectives
In paragraph 3.2.3.2 new objectives were formulated for.school mana-
gement, If extra-curricular activities are to be. refarmedl.new
objectives for these activities must be worked out too, in part
derived from thebroader objectives already stated..This process
appears to havd begun* as is illustrated by the new style school,
fund (see note 63) and by directions on district sports bodies and
traditional games, given by the 4IIP Central Committee.65 The process
of'establishing new goals has so far been rather fragmentary and
slow. The objective of having students engage in productive work
has been formulated by President Kaunda as long ao as 1967 (see
quotation numbei 4 in paragraph 1.3.4.2). The recently launched 17.5

million Kwacha mural reconstruction programme -of the Zambia Natio-
nal Service represents, an ambitious attempt to integrate learning
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with productive work.66 a
Howeyer, the initiative comes from outside the Ministry of
and the progrgmde is primarily aimed at unemployed primary
leavers. Unless also at secondary sehooiSi; produCtive work
grated within the curriculum, the new scheme could in fact
the notion that manual work is for 'dropouts' only and not
who are succesful in climbing the educational pyramid.

Education,
school
is inte-
underline
for, those

Administratively, it should be easier to include, as was done in
Cuba, three hours of productive work in the curriculum Of an esta-
blished institution such as the secondary school, involving, in
Zambia, a total school population of around 70,000 (1975; increasing
by about a feat thousands each year), then to.create an entirely new
system of training camps, resettlement schemes and co-operatives,
under conditions marked by bottlenecks and teething problems, catering
for over 40,000 new recruits each year.(Of 95,000grade six pupils
sitting form I examinations in 1974; some 20,700 were found places.
in secondary schools, while the great majority of the remaining
74,300 youths joined the ranks of the unemployed).

While the policy makers, and the leadership of the ZNS must be given
credit for evolving the rural reconstruction programme, the question
remains why the relatively simpler scheme of reorganising the extra-
curricular activities of the secondary school, and especially the
productive work component, is hampered by lack of action. One answer
suggested here is,the absence of clear policy objectives on this
aspect of schdol-life.

A similar judgement would seem to apply to the fifth category of
extra-curricular activities: social and political development.
Together with productive work, these are the most neglected activi-
ties. Objectives for the remaining categories ('i-to iy) are,
certainly by expatriate teachers, given in terms of "to provide
opportunities for recreation, personal growth and character building"
i.e. in terms of elitist liberal education. Here too, there is a
widely felt need to move to new objectives, in conformity with
the school's environment as spelt out under 2.4.4.

5.2 Analysis of the Extra-Curricular system.
. 5.?;1 sub-tasks of the analysis..

The situation regarJing extra-curricular activitie s as described
under 5.1 points to the need for a detailed analysis of this aspect
system of the school. Such an analysis would be useful for any
school to make-for its own information and planning. At the leirels
of educational administration, planning and policy making, a broader
analysis is needed to reflect the varied national picture. The ana-
lysis could consistrof the following-sub-tasks:
- survey the present extra-Curricular system
- create a platform for discussing possible innovations (covering
own school only, or own school plus selected other schools, or
the whole country). 1.

.- list the pressures for and against change
- relate the schools? extra-curricular system to the colonial history
and present state of voluntary organisations in the country. -

In sections 5.2.2 to 5.2.5 these sub-tasks will he outlined in a
little more del:ail.
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;5.2.2 A survey of the extra - curricular system .

1

This survey should be as factual as possible. In Section 5.1 a classi-
fioation of six-different categories-of extracurricular activities
has been given. For each category the actiwities,engaged in by staff`
and students should be,listed. The number of staff and students
involved, the totql time spent on each activity per person per week,
are important data to be collected too. Eack.:group initiating this
kind of survey should, of course.,, adapt the idea to ''suit its own
circumstances. Poi-. indtanoe, it may. be decided to restrict the survey A

to social action activities, with a view to improve that much neglec64
ted area first of all This is what was done AA Chipembi Girls Schee]. .

A different idea, whiCh I used on one obeasion,-is to collect the
relevant information by having a team_of students draw up a question-
naire, with which they then approach a random sample, of their fellow
students. If done this way, the whole exercise ,may be, carried out
as,Tattiof the mathematics lessons (practical statistics), while at
the same time furnishing important information. A third-epproaCh yet,
would be calling a meeting of students involved in various'activities,
and letting each student report on his /her clubld activities: The

--dtialicated report's can be put together to' make up the body of the
,survWreport. With this method, the convenors could again decide to
foous attention on community and production oriented activities, if
this is the area in which greater efforts. and coordination are called
fora

5.2.3 Create a'platf6rm for discussing possible innovations.,
Tile Survey Will almost :certainly point to underdeveloped areas in the
extra-curricular activities. Before making hasty decisions to go in
for this or that. type of action, some time shoulddae'devoted to con-
sidering possible alternatives and improvements. Here the experience
ofk other scho4s may be relevant. But even within the school,,people
often don't know of each others experiences. At our school, both the
Students! Christian Movement and the' Boy. Scouts had their own literacy
project, in a neighbouring village and.a 'high density urban.compound
respectively. Due to the low priority attached to social service in
the school, these activities were relatively unknown by non-partici-
pants among students and ataff. Even the students running the projects
only knew of their own project! At the initial stage, the,students
Of the SCM Had considerable difficulties explaining, and justifying
their literacy'work to the suspicious husbands of illiterate house-
wives. (Most men were employed during normal' working hours, and the
students (males only) carried ,out their teaching during free afternoons)
The Scouts' however, from their own experience, knew the solution,to
the problem. They had in the preparation stage, approached the local
Party leaders, and planned their project, in consultation with them. .

This approach made the project more into a, joint project, whereby
the students did not have to introduce themselves or to launch a"
recruitment drive by themselves., .

In such'a situation, at the'Achool level, .it needs some authorityy
be it the principal, the schOolcOuncil, a couple of staff.counsel-,
lors, who has to arrange for,ail those concerned to. meet and exchange
experiences. OnCe such a pla,tform has been created, students will
teach their fellOws about the importance of planning with the people, -
instead' of for them.

The danger of paternalism in -community service by the sch6o1 received

considerable emphasis at the COmmonweal-th Regional youth Seminar held

in Nairobi, 1969. The conference report Youth and Development in Africa"
66b

in its section "The role of the formal school", contains a balanced,

paragraph on improving the links between the secondary gchbol and the

surrounding community.
,
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5.2.4 List the pressures for and against change
. , . .

,,

;dating-the pressures for and against ahangescan be,very illuthina-
ting for those who .want to introduce new ideas. At the local'school
level,.the list would contain the main bottlenecks (e.g. lack Of
funds, ,pressure of the examination system, time atab/e, lack of ,sup-
port by Headquarters, lack of con.tEait with people liVing.nearby,
lack of fertilizer, lack of motiyatidn, etc.). For a national ana-
lysis; such a listing would'need to be supplemented by an analysis
of the position, or'rather, the range of positions, taken by the
people concerned at various levels, e.g. along the lines indicated
by figgre 17. This figure'is,as yet very rough, and basedkon my
impressions as a participant observer, and not on detailed empirical
stndy._This detailing would be necessary before the scheme can be
Used to draw valid conclusions and/Cr to base Policy recommendations
on.

o
A second cautionary' note must be made regarding the freedom of actors
at various levels. It is sometimes argued that this freedom is con-
strained by some innate inertia of the education system itself.

'

Systems analysts in particular are prone to ascribe characteristica
to organizations which should instead be ascribed to the people
manning the organization. (e:g. striving after the attainment of
certain goals, maintaining an equilibrium with the environment, safe-
guarding survival). Next it is agguea that when facing such a flivingt
organizationt.the individual is quite helpless if he wants changes

.

introduced.. ,
1

. , .
.

Of course, within each organization ?we find established procedures,

t
organizati al ethics, pattern's of 'communication's, etc., but all
these are he result_of human activity, and can be changed b7 subse-
quent action. Hence the, choice for "actor level" in fig.18 , in
preferance,of organizational level. Thirdly,, fig. p still refers WOOS

,'to the extra-curricUlar sub-system. No drastic changes can be effected
unless other subsystems (academic, boarding) are overhauled as well.
Fourthly, fig.18 does not include information about the types of
changes that could be maae.* 'That is to say, it must be used together
with the.list of innovations drawn up (see b. above).

, -

actor group f r change Unoothmitted a ainst ch

1. sec. school students

2. teachers

3. aaminidtrators

4. educationists

5. staff of internat.
1 agencies ,

6. educ. policy makers

7. parents, local.
,leaders - '\

;5. leaders of regional &
nat 'interest.groups
excl. poLiticians

9. politidians above looal
level ( not in 6 or 10)

10. members' of parliament.

fig. 18 pressures for and against changing the extra-curricular
system, as exerted by various actor.groups.

4.
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5.2.5 Extra-curricular activities and voluntary organizations in Zambia.
Voluntary organizations are a touchy subject in Z,ambia.4. They haVe
existed in the country for many decades, and have largely been formed
on the initiative of expatriates in-Church miaaionary work, in busi-'

ness and in the colonial and now government administration. This.is
not the place to give a full' description of-the dozens of clubs and
associations, spread over most of the categories. .fisted under 5:1.
Slime generalized statements can be made, 'which apply' to a lesser
or greater extent to most of these societiesl b'e they sportd clubs,
service,cluts.(Rotary, Junior Chamber, Round Table), cultural clubs
or welfare organisations (red cross, nutrition clubs, etc., etc.):

A. Their membership is largely drawn from the higher income groups

, b. nearly all have at one stage *or another been exclusively white,
if not in principle, thag certainly tn practice

c, thereis a gradual tendency towards greater Zambian membership,
usually without changing'the upper-Middle class values and etiquette

,
I.e. the appeal to Zambians to join and participate in running these
clubs is directed at persons in the higher income brackets.

d. the work of service and welfare clubs'in .the field of healthl,
education and general welfare, has'kept its stigma of 4o,goodism
Ind paternalism.

e. because of their origins and the values and attitudes of their
members, the clubs have never attempted to mobilise the mead of

' the people, just as they have never supported the cane of the
politically deprived-people in Southern Africa. Appeals in the
.past by president Kaunda And minister Aaron Milner, for the serVice-

clubs to give humanitarian aid to the libeAtion movements, have
fallen on deaf ears.

Despite the critical views of'many Zambians on themajority of the
voluntary organizations, their work in aid of the destitute has often
been praised by Government officials. They do provide some welfare
services at the local level whichl'ifit weren't for their activi-
ties; would not have materialised for some time to:come.

It should be realized that many community service activities by
school clubswcza initiated by expatriate teachers in the past.Much
of this work share the same base of affluenbe from which it origi-
nates, and the same philosophy of providing social services for the

havb-nots (rather than stimulating_soialideVelopment by tie people).

In area which iB in bad need of research, is §ornied by ,African-
initiated voluntary movements,after the advent of colonialism in
Zambia, and their impact on present-day developments. In his "Reaction
to Colonialism" Meebelo describes " the first stirrings of Topitlar

discontent" (with the system of forced labour), occurring as early
-as 1896 ih the Fort - st of Northern Province. 67 He also deals

with the Origin of voluntary organisations such as the Native
Welfare Organisations formed by the early African intelligentsia .
from as early as 1923, the Watch Tonr Movement and the birthof
the politicalTarties AI C and UNIP..

Despite the variety presented here, these early organisations share'

a politiaal,,consciousness which made them oppose white rule in .

their calnevy.and mobilize the masses of the people'. In present-
day Zambialseveral voluntary'organisatiofis exist which have been
influencedtbi/this indigenous experience, (Notably the trade unions
and UNIP itself). Furthermore, several of the euiopean initiated
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societies have undergone a process of politicization which.hasi

made them more African and egalitarian in outlook (e.'8:. the Student
Christian Movement; in contrast to the Scripture Union).
A few organisations, such as Social Action in.Lusaka, and the Zambia
Helpers Society, have succeeded in combining:elemdnts of the,Expa-
triate and the indigenous approach, and have become very Worthwhile
initiators of social development; with a keen eye for people's parti--.
cipatien and good communication with l!FNIP . (The importlnce ofisU6h"
links'with the country's major change agent is overlooked by many
of the voluntary groups, especially at the local and regional level.),

Given this situation, those who hope to turn the school into a local
development, agency, should perhaps stop pinning their hopes on clubs
that have been derived from the-expatriate tradition, (nutrition

clubs, literacy clubs, sewing clubs, etc.), and pay more attention
to possibilities related to community service Camps, the Zambia
NatiOnal Service, and the new rural construction scheme. Other ques-:
tions deserving attention are the schools'links with UNIP, with,,in
a few cases, development committees, a nearby co-operative, the
Boma, etc.

5.2.6 kuch voluntary' work is class - based.

An analysis as suggested in foregoing paragraphs irould open people's
eyes to the class-based origins of much voluntary work in Zambia,

' including many ,of 'the extra-curricular Activities of the secondary r
schools. In my opinion,'extra-Curricular activities will start to
be 'really meaningful the moment they stop being an 'extra'', handed
'down to the poor from a position of affluence. This would mean to
include community service a4dproductive work in the curriculum,

givint,these activities a substantial amount'of time within the A
. .

schools! time table. It would imply a different system of student 4,

assessment' whereby students (or preferably teams of students) would
receive workpoints for production an-d__-social development activities,
just as happens now for the tra"dAionai,teaching subjects. Student
selection for jobs,.positions'of responsibilit*,:,further training
or further formal education would also'be based on a.similarly
broad assessment of his/her capacities, including political cons-
ciousnese and community orientatidt,(Instead of chieflr.on indivi-
dual exam points as happens at present.);

.;

Whether a development along these 1,ines is feasible ill Zambia, de-
pends to a great extent on two factors. Firstly, are the policy
makers prepared to design strategies for implementing the clears

. educational ideals of Zambian Humahism? Secondly, to what eitent can
the progressives at the various actor levels (see fig. 18), work
togethei in an alliance ,for educational change? These two factors
Will be, briefly discussed in the final section of this chapter.

4 ,

. 5.3 Fromolictos.tevo,fromstratetu to action
5.3.1 Zorremitpolicydecions----

14 recent times, EvnuMber of policy decisions have teen announced,'
Aich could have a treat impact oh the extra-curricular- system.

a The Ministry of Education has set up,a genereltarpose fund to re-
place the old sports fund in all szhools; Funds for 1e old school
fund were collected by the school from their student's on A semi-
compulsoryatsis. The funds would be released by the Walistu of
Education." One of the intentions of the new fund'isi,tolprovidea
source of money, which can be used to initiate small'leyelopment,
projeotp in the school/1s locality.
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.

. 4.

To what extent, this hew measure will facilitate the initiation Py
*the 8011601 of an agricultural co-operative in whichp-circumstances
permitting, also school leavers and/or villagers could participate,
remains to be seen. *One'of.tlie bairids blocking such sohemetrhae,
arrays been the fact :that any schoolls,finances must be 'administered
from the"Minptry:of Planning and Finance,in.Lusaka,'which. had a .

claim to all prcAfits.made:by.a schooDa ptoductive activities. It,
means that profits.made.could not be ieinvebtd in expansion, neither
could part of the profits be'paid to the schoolboy-Membersof the' '.

cooperative,' thus robbing the scheme of two ke5A-incentivew. At ths.
moment of writing, I do not know'whether the new style-school furtd
will give schools the greater financialfreedom nepessail to begin
to function, in a small way, as a local development .agency., EspaCially
agricultural science teachers have'been known'tg,have pleaded for
greater administrative and.financial support for prejects in agri-
culture.7° Needless to say that finance is not\the only bottlenecii

. The agricultural science syllabus itself presents another; emphasis
as it lays, on a cognitive approach to the subject.71'

4

b The Government has launched a massive rural reconstruction programme,
costing K 17,5 million a year, aimed at involving all unemployed
school leavers in training courses and rtral development projects.
The programme is to be administered by Zambian! National-Service72.

The plan would involve 42,400 people a year. Implementation has
already started and several camps are in frill operation. The daily'
newspapers have reported on various teething problems.

q The Central Committee has directed the Minister of Labour and bocial

Service's to set up district sporting bodies, in Corder to revive, and
prompte all sports in the country, including traditional games such
as nsolo. The project is part of a youth mobilisllion programMe the
Party and Goverptent are embarking on.43

d D February, mr. Andrew Mutemba of the Central Committee announced
that 1INIP wouldstact'a scheme for unemployed youths and school
leasers between 12 and 16 years,, who would not qualify for the
Zambia National Service Programme 74. (which takes in older youths)

14

a After several years of litservice being paid to the, need for schools

to produceppart^6f their own food requirements and/or running costs,
schools are now in effect flexing to engage in productive work. To
begin' with, they will have,to raise ten. percant 9f thetr,exploitation
costs, do I have been told.75

These policy decidions can be taken as tignii that %he Government
-is determined to change the elitist character of the secondary
school. There are strong signs that other-measures effecting the
entire formal education System will be introduced in due couse.
In Apri1,19751 Mr. Sundie;Kazunga, then Permanent Secretary of the

Ministry of Education, announced that the whole systet.and structure(
was being-reviewed: Ahd he.added "I am firmly convinced that the
dystem of education which we inherited from the colonial e4a, end

which we have perpetuated' under'the false belief that it is relejgnt
education for a developing country, is not suitable for Zambia".'

At-the.level of policy making and. evaluation, criticism of the
'present system had never been so widespread. Among those who have

',expressed similar opinions are Dr. Rugumayo 77 of,the University's
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'inetitute'of Education, former minister of, education Mr. John
Mwanekatwe,78 Professor Lameck Goma, University Vice Chancellor 79,
Vardity Corner80, Mr. Shiyenge Kapini of the Zambia National Union
of Teachers '1, Members of Parliament fl2, and several cabinet

-ters.83.

,

A further indication that changes are in the offing may be seen
in the study tours to, and the agreements on cooperation in the
the fields of w-.0.ss iiRbilizatiand political education with countries
suob gs Guinea China °lCuba'

o4
and Chin,which are part of a fairly recent

emphasis by the politiu ead..rship on, nationwide political educa-
tion.87

. ,

5.3.2 Interpretation
When interpreting the foregOng examples ,and references, a few
comments need to be made. in order to swbthem in perspeotive. 4

a. The dedisions regarding change, myfitioned under 5.3.1 a to et
are taken and announced,by policy makers..Theinewspaper.reports
,from which those examples were taken, do not inform the'reader:
abbut the prepargtory phase preceding ,the schanges. Nor are we
-informed about the various actor groups that may have partici-
pated in the preparatory' phase.,

'b. Opinions' critical'of the preserit education system, emanate from .

a wider group whibh, apart from ,policy makerit,' include the Perma-
nent Secretary for Education (i.e.: the chief of administration)4
M.P.ta, scholars, and the' Secretary-Geheral of the ZNUT. Public
Statements by these actors" contribute to the,process of poligy-
makihg. , .

c. Strikingly, administrators-,,teachers, parents and students hardly
present themselves as participants in the process of'policy making,
or if they .d.O, journalists perhaps ignore, theil. contribution
more than they shou4.

'Other, factors must be considered here though. For instance, the
group of educational administaators are extremely well organized
when compared with teachers, students and Parents. The low degree
of organization'atong the latter groups, lack of funds and their
'diversity of opinion (see fig. 113Y, have condemned these groups
to a position in,which they can hardly act as real

these

in the policy making process. (notwithstanding many official
exhortations that they should).,

d. 'Regarding the "content of the decisions made, it will be noted that
'they'd not greatly affeqt the extra-curricular activities of
the local7secondary school., The new style school fund could
have anoimpact on local development, but this will depend on the
mOtivation&drive of the individual school. And it will be some
time before productive work, even if only to cover partof the
cost of education, will have taken roots in all schools.
The main objective of the rural reconttruction programme is to
solve the problem posed by the annual production of close to
.100.600'unemployed primary school.leiyers..Without doubt, the
mo ves by ZNS'and-UNIP constitute'a major effort to tackle a

r
gigantic profnet, However, these- programmes, may hive the
unwanted effect of-underlining the elitist character of the.
secondary school here is little 'or no evidence to suggest that
the education profession at large', including middle and lower
levels of administratioow n, have participated in formulating the
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recontruAion.rogramme. Hence, Mal chances are that i4 turn,

this programme scarcely will affect the ordinary schoolfs programme, -

In :that.case, the formal secondary school system and'the prOgrammes

launched

by ZFS and UNIP may come to; lire side by side,'This need

not.have to reinforce the elitist character of school, but.it could,

ifno precautions are taken.

At. the worst,. the formal system will only be subjected t6 piece- '-

meal "changes, while preserving its selective and pi.estigeoug image.

If that. happens, the scramble for .school 'places will 'continue With

Ma and UNIP catering for the socalled tdroboutst from thesat-race.

. .

kt
.1

best, the formal And hofi-20Aal system will be complementary,
with both providing prospects for various kinds of employment and./N

other personal and social needs. The formal school could loose some
of its exclusive character an4 status, if the non-formal (rural) .

programmes would match the formal in recognition and status. In that,
ideal, case far-reaching reforms of the secondary school system
would still be-needed before it could begin to-fulfil the objectives

embodied in Zambiah Humanism . , 0
. . ,

r satisfying

THE ENE;
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- NOTES

1. See for:.example: !The contribution of agricultural education

in rural schools to rural development', a paper presented by

agricult4a1 science teachers and agricultural fieldworkers to

the 1972 Annual Conference of ZAGEDA (cyclostyled).

2. Arusha Declaration (1967), published b Poliqk Statement of the

Tanganyika African National Union (T . The Arusha Declaration

has been published several times, among them in:

Nyerere14:K. (1968a), Freedom and Socialism, Dar es Salaam,OUP.

Nyerere, J.K. (1968b), Ujamaa, essays in socialism, Dar ep Salaam

'OUP.

4 3; Kaunda, K.D. (1967), Humanism in Zambia and a guide to its

implementation, Lusaka, Zambia Information Services, and

Kaunda, K.D. (1973), Humanism in Zambia, part 2, Lusaka, ZI.S.

4. Nyerere, J.K. (1967), Education for 'self-reliance, Dar es.Salaam.

-Published !natty times, among them in Nyerere (1968a) op. cit.,

Nyerere (1968b) op. cit., and Resnick,I.A. (19 ), Tanzania,

Revolutidn by Education, East Africa Publishing House. ,

5. To gain an impression of the differences that do exist, readers

are advised to compare edVtation reports on independent African

countries with sources like:
- Unesco, 1967, The effects of Apartheid on education, science,

culture and information in South Africa, Geneva.

- Cool, Jane 1965, The crimes of Bantu education in South Africa,

Lusaka, Unity Movement of S.A.

- The (South African) Bantu Education Act 1953 in: Brownlie I am,

1971, Basic Documents on African Affairs, Oxford, Clarendon Press.

- SPROCAS Education Committee, 197.1, Education beyond Apartheid,

Johannesburg, The Christian Institute for Southern Africa.

- Tabatai 1959, education for Barbarism, Bantu education in

Sbuth Africa; Durban, Prometheus Printers and Publishers,

P.O.Box 1905, Durban.

6$ Fr eire, Paulo (1970), Pedagogy of the oppressed, New York,

HOrder and Herder, pc59.
A chciap edition of this work has been published in the Penguin

Education Library:In this same series appeared: Freirei Paulo,

Cultural Action For Freedom, T14s latter ,book, which was written

before the other work mentioned is also available in Portuguese.

Educator within the ranksdf Prelim° (Mozambique), MPtA

(Angola) and PAIGC (Guinea-Bidsao) .would',dind this 'version helpful.

educacao como prcitica da liberdade.Rio de Janeiro, Paz a Tekra,

1967.Sezie eddmeniamo e humanismo, vol. 5. Distribuicgo exclusive:

Editora civilizacgo brasileira, S.A. Rua 7,de Setembro, 97.

Rio de Janeiro, G.B.,

7...Por a fairly traditional approadh to these problems, see Adu,

A.L., 1969. The civil service in Commonwealth Africa, develop-

ment and transition. London, George Allen and Unwin.

On the whole, Adu appears to uphold the key concept of the British

Civil Service: that of the professional ethics, whichin the

West is so closely linked to political neutrality. In practice

political neutrality vis a vis the party system goes hand in

hand with massive inertia in socio/politichl matters and unreserved

support for the maintenance of bourgeois society. To call this

neutrality is fallacious. Only, in the final chepter, the Civil

Service in Contemporary Africa, he departs in a large measure

from the traditional ethics and advocates a kind of politicization
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,of the Civil Service. This dichotomy #ght be 'due to the fact that
this work is,a revision of an older,book:published in'1964: 'Chapter
15 wouad.then represeht.the,author's views as they have evolved since
the first publication.

In Africa, Asia and Latin America the assumed political neutrality
of the civil service has in some countries led to'Ihe uncritical
acceptance by theservice of right-wing coups. But in Progressive
African countries, there.is a movement towards making the civil :

service into a real, force for progress, by{ the people. See.-dhinjahata,
L.C.,19091, InstrUment for Development, Servide vpl 3, no.1, April

.

1969, Lusaka.

Coupled with this, there is fn Zambia a fairly qtrong movement towards
politicisation of the civil service, albeit not as vigoroua.04 in
Tanzania. At the National Council.Conference,of.November 1970;
President Kaunda said on the Civil Service: Because of Zambia's
sensitive geo-political situation "we cannot afford neutrals. You
are either with us or against us"(abia Daily Mail,.9-117!70). The
President went en to emphasise the special patriotic duty of the
civil service and the teaching. profession to-support the Party's.
(UNIP's) philosophy of Humanism in their programmes and policies.
This must not be seen as political indactrination-aT tee Civil Serv'.ce,
but on the dontrary, as an opportunity for servants to:think
for themselves and to contribute to the building of a humanist 'state
without subversion. I'n the same speech President Kaunda
that continued 'neutrality' of the civil service would.be using
"old institutions and methods which do-no't seem to fit the new
revolutionary situation in which we find ourselves"., See afro:
- Subramaniam, V. (1973), Civil Service problems in ,the one-party
state, Times of Zambia, 20 January. K

- Sgnday Times of Zambia, (1973), In the Service:of the nation.
Feature article, 11 th,February.

Lack- of'insight into matters concerned with the politicization of
the Civil. Service, hag contributedto counterproductive publications
as that.by Bankole1 T., (1973), Politicians, and Civil servants,
Africa,* no. 26,,Oktober%1973,' pp. 17, 18.
He and other writers in the same style fail to see that political
consciousness of the ,civil service is one of the major weapons in
combatting laxity, indiscipline apd. corruption. Any discussion which
takes western civil service ethics for granted cannot transcend
the leVelsof Wasteful gossip. ,

8. Sigmund, Paul E., editor, (19$7), The :ideologies of the developing
nations, New York, London, Frederick Praeger, pp. 41, 42.
This is a revised and enlarged edition'of an earlier book published 1963.

9. 'these somewhat general remarks can easily be substantiated from the
writings and pdlicy speeches of Presidents Kaunda, Nyerere, Nkrumai,
Sekou TOure; or from African dailies such as the Zambia Daily Mail
and the Daily News Tanzania; nr from the work of political scien-
tists such as

Jalee, Pierre,(1968), Pillage of the'third world. New York, Monthly
Review Press.
Saul, John S. & Cliffe, Lionel (eds).. Socialism in Tanzania, vol.' &21
Arrighi, Giovanni & Saul, John S. (1973). Essays on the political
economy of Africa. London, New York, MOhthly Review.Prese. '
Rodney, Walter, (1972). How Europe underdeveloped Africa.,Dar-es-
Salaam, Tanzania Publishing House. London, Bogle-110uverture
2nd impressioh 1973. 000'76



10. President Kaunda in his foreword to an qfrican book on African
prdblemb by Africans themselves': Makulu, H.F.1 (1971), Education,.
Development and Nation-building in,Ihdependant Africa. London,

. 'SCM Press,

;11. Kaunda, K.,D. (1964), Some personal reflections, in:,
Luthuli, Kaunda,,Nyerare'a.o: (1964), Africa's Freedom, London,
Allen & Unwin, pp. 24-37.'
ih factKaunda'scooperation with his pupils went a lot furthei.

, FromAis autobiography (Africa shall be free; London, Heinemann,
1962, reprinted many times) it transpires that part of the market
for Vegetables' consisted of the school itself, which bought the
student'S Produce through its boarding master Kaunas;

K.D..(1966), A humanist.in Afri6a, letters to Colin Morris,.
London, Longmans, p. 131.

13. Kaunda, K.D. (1967), Humanism in Zambia, and's, guide to its
,implementa3ions, Lusaka,

14. ibid. pp. 43,44?

15. Kaunda, K.]?. (1969?), Ten thoughts cn humanism: Humanism in
Education. The Veritas .Cooperation; no date, p. 4.

16. ibid. p. 6.

17. Opening address to National Education Conference,- reported in
The ZambiaDaily Mail, 1st October 1969. '

18. ibid.

19. ibid.

20. ibid.

21. ibid.

22. Kaunda, K.D. (1971a), Foreword to- Makulu, W.-F. (1971

23. 'ibid.

. cit.

24. Kaunda, KO. (1971b) , A path for the Future, opening address at
sixth General Conference of UNIP, 8th May 1971. Lusaka, Zambia
Information Services,p.

25. ibid. p. 24.,

26. Times of Zambia, 10th August 1971.

27. Speech at the swearing-in ceremony of two Ministers and twelve
. .

district governors. Zambia Daily Mail, 24th August 1971'.

28. ibid.

29. Times of Zambia, 19th May 1972.

30. Address at graduation ceremony, given in President Kaundali
capacity of chanCellor of the University of:Zambia. Sunday Times
of Zambia, 9th July 1972. t
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_31: Speech at passing-out parade of National Service Recruits for
Kafue training camp. Times of Zambia, 1st September 1972.

32. Opening address to the 1973 session of Parliament.,Times'ot
Zambia, Alth JantaiY. 1973.

. .

33. AddyesS to the National Assembly dinner. Times of Zambia, 17th
February 1973.

34. The following titles treating the systems approach from an adminis-
tration 'and

, managementpojInt of view, have beenor,still are in usein ZaMbia as textbooks arit reference books:
McDonough, Adrian M."(1963), Information Economics and Management

,,systems. New York, McGraw -Hill, Tokyo, KOgakusha, International
-Student edition.

- Hart, B.L.J. (1964), Dynamic Systems Design, Company control for
the computer era.

- Johnson, R.A., Kast, F.E., Rosenzweig, J.E. (1963), The theory
and management of .systems, New York, McOraw-HillpaTokyo, Koga-
kusha. International Student Edition.

- O'Shanghnessy, J. (1966), Busyness organization. London, Allen
and Unwin. Part4, the systems approach, pp. 125-161.,

35., For a very readable yet comprehensive example can educational innovation
see: - Huberman, A.M. (1973),'Understanding change in education:

an littroduction. .Paris, Unesco, International Btreau of
Education. Also avallable in French and Spanish. Experiments
and innovations in Zduoati)n no. 4.

36. Elliot, J. (1972), An inquiry into staffing and organization of
secondary schools in Zambia, University of Zambia, Institute for
African Studies, Lusaka, p. 1.'

37. Huberman op. cit. pp. 14-16 and pp. 61-84.

38. Ibid p. 14.

39.. Havelock, R. (1971), Guide to innevation ifi education. AnnArbor,
Mich., University of Michigan, quoted by Huberman op. cit.

40. In Zambia, trials (see fig. 8 column 3) have been conducted with the
British SchoOls' Mathematics Project ( "E.A.fx'ican version"), the
Entebbe Mathe tics Workshop materials (U.S.A. inspired courses),
the Midlands Math atics Experiment (U.K.), and the Scottish Mathe-
matics Project (U.K. the last of which was adopted on a nationwide
scale in,the late sixties.

41. E.g. the P.S.S.C., cOurse(US1), Nuffield Science (u.K.).

42. The possible' contribution of educational technology will be discts-
sed in Chapter 5.

43. Also ,see quorition,15'by President Katnda, under paragraph 1.3.4.2.
V

44. E.$.' see Boyd R.O., (1967),, Integrated Managerial Controls. London,
Longmans. pp. 4,...6T

4,

1.
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45 See for instance, Johnson, Kast and Rosenzweig (1963) op.cit. p. 14..

45b. We are here analyzing the present system df school management.'
Thereis a great need to add the field of local/regional development
to this list, but the' present system is charaCterized by an
almost complete disregard for this area. The'sparse,activitiea
taking place, are usually grouped under extra- curricular activities.

46. Johnson, Kest and Rosenzweig, op.cit., p. 7.

47. O'Shangnessy, J. (196'6) Business organizatin London, Allen,&

Unwin Ltd. pp. 62-65.

48. Hart,' op: cit.

49. Likert, Rensis, (1961), New Patterns of management. New York,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Tokyo, Kogakusha CO. pp. 143-146.

. , . .

50. In Zambia, a very notable exception is proVided by the ZambiaStudent
Christian Movement. The movement runs leadership training,conferences
during the school holidays, at which time is divided between
'programme oriented' and 'process 'oriented' training. One reason
for this healthy ,state of affairs is of course the 'fact that ZSCM
has become a national movement ?with a national secretariat and a

..,

progressive leadership, A local ZSCM branch is therefore in a much
better position than A local debating club as far as reaource and ..

training facilities are concerned. The latter "Club primarily depends

., on the'gift s ( or non-gifts).Of its counsellor on the staff.

51. Of the massive amount of educatiOnarresearch Carried out to

701.6-te, the world over, very little has been devoted to the pro-

cesses inside that black box: the class-room. And of the research

reports thado exist, most are devoted to measuring student

characteristics, e.g. attainment scores, attitudes etc.-, and

hardly any are concerned with the professional activities of

teachers inside the. class -room. tr

52. Eulau, Heinz (1971), Political,Science and Education, the long'

view and the short. In: BeyMel' Klaus von (1971), Theory And

'
Politics. The Hague, Martinus Ni-jhoff. pp. 343''351.

53. This section is based on a number,of.publications on the educa-

tional situation in the author's own country, the Netherlands;

The situation in other western Eurbpean countries is similar

to that in Holland. For details 'see:

Matthijssen, M.A.J.M. (1972). Klasse-Onderwij'E;;sociologie van het

onderwijs. . (Class-education; sociology of education.). Van Loghum

Slaterus, Deventer.
Socialistisch Onderwijs Front (1973). School en Maatschappij.

Deel 11. Onderwijs en ekonomie. (School and Society. Part 1,

Education and economic system). S.O.F.,, Utrecht.

Zonneveld, Loek (ed.)(3.974). De school in hat kapitalisme.
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